EPISODE #203
“ALOHA, BEVERLY HILLS”
(2-hours)
Brandon’s voice-over relates the frustrations and disappointments of the
group adjusting to life after college. Steve has accepted an honorary, non-paying,
position as alumni advisor for his fraternity, Valerie was swindled out of all her
money and Brandon has discovered that living with Kelly points up the vast
difference between being in love and living together. Kelly comes across old letters
and cards from Brandon’s former girlfriends and expresses jealousy. Brandon
reminds her that they both had a life before they became involved.
Brandon
receives a phone call with disappointing news about his most promising job
application.
At the beach apartment David tells Donna that his lease is up on the
Hollywood Hills house and he has to make a decision about where to live. Donna
says she is not ready to live together because her parents will not approve. David
snaps that she is an adult now and has a right to do what she wants; Donna remains
undecided.
In the Walsh kitchen Valerie tells Steve she is interviewing for a job this
morning. She confides to Steve that Brandon got turned down for the job at The
Times newspaper. Steve tells Brandon he is sorry to hear about the rejection and
Brandon realizes that Valerie cannot keep a secret.
Over breakfast at The Peach Pit Donna and her father, Dr. Martin, discuss
finances. She finds it awkward accepting his money now that she is out of college.
Her father insists and tells Donna that her mother has recommended her to a friend,
VANESSA MARKLEY, who is looking to hire an assistant in her fashion
photography/design business.
Kelly continues to be bothered by the package of Brandon’s old love letters.
Brandon suggests the two of them need a vacation but Kelly is scheduled to start her
volunteer work at the Foundation next week.
At the Little League Soccer Field, Steve cheers on seven-year-old Erin at her
game. A smaller boy being roughed unnecessarily distracts him. As ZACK runs off
the field crying Steve stops the boy to give him encouragement. Zack’s mother
rushes over implying Steve is some sort of child molester. CARLY REYNOLDS
scoffs at Steve’s advise that perhaps her son needs some encouragement in how to
fight back and that his father should teach him how to defend himself. Steve is
embarrassed when Erin informs him Zack doesn’t have a father.
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At the After Dark office David is trying to extract a profit out of the sea of red
ink. David is dismayed when MARCY, the new waitress, models the sexy, yet
expensive, new uniforms Donna has designed.
After soccer Steve notices Carly and Zack having car trouble and offers his
help. Carly snaps at him that first he thinks he is a child psychologist and now he is
also an auto mechanic? Steve ignores her and recommends how to correct her car
trouble. She reluctantly follows his instructions and her car immediately starts.
Kelly and Donna are surprised to find Valerie at her new job as a department
store perfume girl. They promise to keep Valerie’s secret.
David solicits Donna advice from Steve and Brandon. Brandon reminds David
that having slept with him once has probably given Donna terrible guilt and, coupled
with her strict upbringing, he should back off a bit and give Donna some more time.
Brandon says he is thinking of throwing a surprise birthday party for Kelly.
Kelly lends moral support while Donna buys her first birth control pills at the
drugstore. As Donna’s mother, Felice is about to uncover her secret Kelly saves the
moment by pretending the pills are for her.
At an outdoor café Donna meets with Vanessa Markley. She is complimentary
of Donna’s portfolio, commenting that her designs are a bit immature but show
evidence of talent. Vanessa hires Donna on the spot and she will start with a major
photo shoot in Hawaii in three days. Donna is left stunned by her first encounter
with the whirlwind fashion profession.
At the After Dark Brandon suggests to Valerie that she refrain from criticizing
David about his managerial skills. She finds a dejected David and apologizes.
Valerie reminds him that she was once half-owner and knows a pending disaster
when she sees it coming. She proposes buying back into the club, fifty-fifty as
before and will work with no salary until her percentage is paid off. David does not
want to risk jeopardizing his relationship with Donna. Valerie says she will talk to
Donna but David remains skeptical. Donna enters and wants David to come to
Hawaii with her. David is persuaded and suggests they all take a week off and go to
the islands. Steve says he’ll dig into his emergency savings and Brandon shrugs
and hopes he can persuade Kelly. Valerie walks away murmuring she has too much
work.
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At the Walsh house Valerie has a change of heart and decides to go to Hawaii.
She sexily negotiates with Steve to lend her money for the trip and will share his
room… with separate beds only.
Brandon tries to distract Kelly from the love le tters and suggests the Hawaii
trip – Kelly reiterates that she cannot postpone the start of her new job and suggests
that maybe they need a vacation apart.

Steve discovers Carly is a waitress while on a date with Marcy, the voluptuous
yet shallow cocktail waitress. When Steve inquires about her job she snaps at him
that some people work for a living. Marcy and Carly get into a verbal name-calling
contest. As the manager approaches Carly has dumped a martini on Steve and the
she is fired on the spot.
Brandon, Valerie and Steve are ready to leave for the airport and Brandon is
still trying to convince Kelly to join them. With a kiss he leaves Kelly to ponder
whether she has made the right decision.
On arrival at the Hawaiian Village hotel the group disperses to their rooms.
Brandon stares out at the surf and sand wishing Kelly were with him. We see Kelly
back in Beverly Hills thinking of Brandon and tempted to telephone him.
Donna and David enter their room; Donna is concerned about Vanessa’s bad
flu and wonders what will happen if she is too ill to supervise the photo shoot. He
tells her not to expect the worse and apologizes for pressuring her to live together –
he will always be there at her side, no matter what.
Steve and Valerie enter their room only to discover one bed. Valerie advises
Steve he’ll be very comfortable on the couch.
Donna is stunned when Vanessa tells her to supervise the photo shoot.
Vanessa has already told FERNANDO, the talented and temperamental photographer.
One word of warning for Donna, do not get Fernando upset!
Donna and David stop by Fernando Calero’s room to get-acquainted. They
receive a stern lecture on the need for professionalism, not amateurism. Donna
reassures him she is thoroughly prepared. Reluctantly Fernando gives Donna the
chance to prove herself.
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Fernando is demanding and irritable from the beginning of the photo shoot.
He shouts and barks out contradictory orders and the set becomes chaotic. While
loading models onto a rubber raft Donna punctures and boat and they sink.
Brandon, David and Steve race for the capsized raft as NOAH HUNTER dives from
his boat. Fernando shouts at Donna about her ineptness when Noah steps up to
defend her and demands he stop verbally attacking her. Fernando and Noah get into
a physical fight sending Fernando fleeing, screaming in anger that Donna will never
work in the business again. Donna wonders if her career is over before it even
began. The gang invites Noah to join them for coffee.
Steve ignores Brandon’s warnings about getting too much sun. Walking back
to the hotel Brandon is stunned to run into ex-girlfriend TRACY.
Back in their room David tries to comfort an inconsolable Donna.
In the hotel bar Brandon meets Tracy’s fiancé, ERIC DONOVAN; they are
living in Hawaii while Eric finishes graduate school. A group trip to Waimea Falls is
planned for the next day. Unaware of Tracy’s engagement, Valerie spies an
affectionate hug between Brandon and Tracy and jumps to conclusions.
Vanessa comes to Donna’s room to apologize for putting Donna is such an
embarrassing situation.
On the beach Valerie sees Noah on the sailboat and they exchange flirting
verbal flings. He invites her on board for a drink and she is disappointed that he is
only the caretaker of the expensive boat.
Brandon, Steve, Valerie, David and Donna join Tracy and Eric at Waimea Falls.
While frolicking in the water Donna becomes concerned with the closeness Brandon
and Tracy are showing. Valerie has noticed, too. Back at the hotel Donna calls Kelly
but Kelly insists Brandon is trustworthy and explains it is understandable behavior
between old friends. Kelly ponders what action she should take.
Steve is badly sunburned. Noah assumes Steve and Valerie are a couple and
she makes it clear they are not and that she wants to spend time alone with Noah.
Next day Noah and Valerie ride horses into remote valleys. Valerie finds him
more exciting but he does not respond to her advances. He explains that likes to get
to know girls before getting intimate.
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Kelly enters the hotel to surprise Brandon and catches him in an embrace
with Tracy.
Moments later, when introduced to Eric, Kelly flushes with
embarrassment over her lack of faith in Brandon.
On a group hike through a mountainside rain forest Valerie tells Brandon she
would be interested in Noah except that he is not wealthy. Brandon criticizes her for
being shallow. As David stops to fix a shoelace he slips and stumbles down a steep
incline. Steve, Donna and Valerie go for help while Brandon and Noah go down and
carry David out.
The entire group attends a final night luau complete with hula dancers and
Polynesian fire dancers. Noah surprises the group announcing he has a new job in
Marina del Rey and plans to return to California with them. Donna offers her parent’s
boat as a place for him to live. A birthday celebration for Kelly ensues.
Back in the LA airport parking lot Brandon and Kelly are startled by the
sounds of some young kids stealing a car. To Brandon and Kelly’s relief the gang
bangers leave only to return a moment later and shoot at them as they drive by.
Kelly’s screams and the gunshots bring the rest of the gang running. They
find Kelly bloody and unconscious.
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EPISODE #204
“FORGIVE AND FORGET”
An injured Kelly is wheeled toward the Emergency Room with Brandon
reassuring her along the way. Donna, David, Valerie, Steve and Noah are there
shocked and worried.
DETECTIVE WOODS, of the Los Angeles Police Department, questions the
group and Brandon gives accurate descriptions of their attackers. Kelly’s mother,
Jackie arrives and DR. STURLA describes Kelly’s wounds, caused by bullet
fragments.
Steve stops by The Peach Pit and runs into fraternity brothers. He asks Nat to
lend him the keys to After Dark. Steve recognizes CHARLOTTE CAMPBELL, a
college basketball star and they all go to the bar for a drink.
David refuses to stay with Donna at the beach apartment until she tells her
mother they are living together.
Valerie and Noah go for a swim in the pool of a vacant home that is listed “For
Sale”. This wild side of Noah intrigues Valerie and they spend the night together.
Noah sneaks out in the morning. Later on the Martin’s boat Valerie attacks him for
leaving. Back at the hospital Brandon feels guilty about how he handled the situation
in the parking lot. Kelly regains consciousness and is reassured to find Brandon
asleep in the chair next to her bed.
Donna and David have spent the night together. Felice shows up at the beach
house concerned after hearing of Kelly’s ordeal. Donna hides David in the closet
and is cannot go through with telling her mother the truth. Kelly corroborates
Brandon’s descriptions of their attackers and the police can now put together a lineup of suspects. It is discovered that Kelly has a rare blood type and the hospital is in
need of blood.
At the After Dark David argues with the bank about his overdrawn accounts.
He has to use a personal check to cover a liquor delivery. At the next soccer game
Steve and Carly verbally spar again, this time leading to her embarrassment that he
has watched a friend suffer an awful tragedy. She apologizes.
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At the hospital Donna tells Kelly about another job lead her mother has for her
and that David won’t move in until she tells her parents. Kelly advises Donna to stop
worrying so much about her parents. The accident has given Kelly a new
perspective on life and love. At the police station line-up Brandon has no difficulty
picking out the gunman.
Steve brings Carly to The Peach Pit where Nat hires her on the spot as a
waitress. Steve gets the idea to become a sports agent when he sees Charlotte
again. Carly has a moment of jealousy when she sees Steve hug Charlotte and turns
down his request for a date.
Donna has a bewildering interview with JANE SCHULZE. Jane sees that
Donna is not right for the job but wants to hire her as her personal shopper. Donna
accepts on a temporary basis.
Kelly appears to have developed a complication and is rushed to surgery.
Noah turns out to be a blood donor match.
Noah surprises Valerie at the club with a gift and they find a common bond in
Blues music and share an intimate dance.
In the hospital chapel Donna confesses to her mother that she and David are
living together. Felice snaps at her and storms out. Later she confronts David and
Donna and looks for reassurance of commitment from David. He declares his
intentions and all are relieved that everything is out in the open.
Brandon is shocked to find that Kelly does not recognize him when she
awakens after surgery.
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EPISODE #205
“THE WAY WE WEREN’T”
Recovering in the hospital Kelly works on memory exercises. To Brandon’s
dismay she has no remembrance of their long-term relationship. He hopes to remind
her by showing her the engagement ring he gave her a few years back and telling her
the story of how she repurchased it as a keepsake once Brandon returned it to the
jewelry store. She smiles at the story but confesses she remembers nothing.
Noah Hunter comes to visit Kelly in the hospital. Brandon reminds her that he
was the donor of her/their rare blood type and probably saved her life. The Doctor
tells Kelly’s mother, Jackie, that he is not satisfied with Kelly’s mental improvement.
Brandon gathers the gang to update them about Kelly and receives a job offer
from a Seattle newspaper. He delays accepting because of Kelly’s condition. Noah
visits Kelly again, this time bringing flowers and cd’s. Kelly is delighted.
Donna reports to her first day of work for the high strung, frantic Jane
Schulze. She gives Donna samples of clothes she wants her to buy and Donna
volunteers to also take Jane’s large dog to the veterinarian.
Steve meets with CU basketball star Charlotte Campbell in hope that she will
want him to be her sports agent. He gives her a gift of tickets to a sold-out concert.
As Donna is juggling errands Goliath, the dog, breaks free and runs away from
Donna’s car.
Kelly tells Brandon not to turn down the Seattle job offer just because of her.
Kelly looks through pictures from the Hawaii trip and admires sexy photos of Noah.
At The Peach Pit Steve continues to strikeout with Carly.
At the After Dark David is totaling disappointing receipts. Noah volunteers to
scout out some smaller clubs to find promising new talent. Valerie visits Kelly and
takes advantage of Kelly’s amnesia, implanting doubt in Kelly’s mind about the
seriousness of her relationship with Brandon.
Steve meets legendary sports agent, DREW ZALESKI at the CU basketball
court. Zaleski gives Steve a lesson about the penalties of giving gifts to college
athletes. It could end a player’s professional career. As Donna frantically tries to
juggle multiple phone calls and the demands of her shopping job at the same time,
Valerie comes to her assistance.
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Noah brings Kelly’s teddy bear to the hospital and whisks Kelly away for a,
doctor-approved, day trip to the beach.
Steve meets with his father, Rush, to discuss Steve starting his own business.
Rush shows Steve a fledgling newspaper that he owns.
David is expresses skepticism to Donna when she proposes hiring Valerie as
an associate.
Steve brings Brandon to the newspaper office and tries to persuade him to
turn it into an underground newspaper with him. He suggests that Donna write a
fashion column, David a column about music and clubs, he would cover sports and
Brandon could be editor-in-chief.
At the beach Noah and Kelly discuss the benefits of starting a whole new life.
Upon their return to the hospital Brandon is jealous that the two went off together.
Brandon accosts Noah at the marina and questions his intentions with Kelly. As
Donna is about to confess to Mrs. Schulze about losing her dog, Goliath bounds into
the house. Mrs. Schulze refers her to two new clients.
Noah has located a hot new band for David.
Running into an old
acquaintance, LUCY, Noah still avoids any questions about his past.
Brandon decides to join Steve in the newspaper venture. Brandon shares the news with
Kelly yet when he leaves her, she removes the engagement ring necklace and places in the
bedside drawer – we see it settle next to the photograph of Noah.
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EPISODE #206
“COMING HOME”
Kelly’s mother brings her home to the beach apartment to attempt a gradual
transition back into her life. David, Noah and David’s new band “Cain Was Able”
enter the apartment it is obvious that Kelly’s eyes are on Noah. Unhappy with the
decision, Donna allows band member, DEVIN TAGGERT to sleep at the apartment.
While on a beachfront walk Noah advises Donna that she should rediscover
what she had with Brandon before moving on to a new relationship.
At The Peach Pit Donna tells Valerie about a potential new party-planning
client, COOPER HARGROVE.
At the newspaper office Kelly surprises Brandon with a “get to know each
other dinner” invitation. At dinner nothing about the Walsh house jogs Kelly’s
memory and she wants to return to the beach apartment. When she calls later she
tells Brandon she has been reading her diary and knows how he has stood by her
through many difficult times/
Clothing manufacturer, KYLE PARISH, hires Donna. In her excitement she
accidentally gets off the elevator on the wrong floor and discovers the deplorable
working conditions of a sweatshop.
Valerie and Donna meet the handsome Cooper Hargrove at his posh Beverly
Hills estate. Donna is surprised when Valerie passes up Cooper’s advances.
Brandon and Steve interview and hire TERRI SPAR for a job at the newspaper. David
tells Steve and Brandon that he is trying to sign “Cain Was Able” to a record
contract.
Valerie stops in at the marina to see Noah and she is stung when he brushes
her off. She decides to follow him when he takes off in his jeep. Angry that she
followed him he stops and explains why he can’t get involved – he accidentally killed
his girlfriend, Beth, in a car accident and hasn’t gotten over the guilt. Later at the
boat, Valerie confronts him about running away from him problems; he reiterates
that is not ready for a commitment yet a kiss and warm brace ensue.
To no avail Donna tries to get information at the manufacturer about the
sweatshop. She goes to Brandon at the newspaper and pitches it as a story idea.
Carly is at the newspaper office telling Steve that they can only be friends because
she is looking for a more responsible type. To prove himself he volunteers to babysit for Zack while Carly has a date.
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At the beach apartment Donna and David have set up a romantic candle-lit
dinner for Kelly and Brandon. They hold each other close and enjoy the evening.
Steve and Zack play are acting silly upon Carly’s return from her date. Steve
feels he is making progress when Carly admits her date was boring.
While staring at a picture of Brandon on The Beverly Beat paper, Kelly realizes
her memory has returned.
Valerie decides she is not interested in Cooper Hargrove when he calls to
thank her for the successful party; she is too drawn to Noah. She has second
thoughts when Cooper woos her with champagne and caviar.
Donna realizes a romantic evening alone with David is hopeless as the band
members have made the beach apartment their own. She is shocked when she hears
Devin on the phone making an ethnic slur about Jewish managers.
While celebrating getting the 2nd issue of Beverly Beat on the stands, Kelly
enters with her engagement ring necklace and asks Brandon to place it back around
her neck.
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EPISODE #207
“THE RIGHT THING”
Brandon has nightmares reliving the shooting and Kelly tries to convince him
it wasn’t his fault that she was injured.
Donna tries to meet with ELUVIA and other Latino women at Mr. Parish’s
manufacturing plant to try and improve the working conditions. When caught she
explains that she is lost and leaves, but not before writing down the phone number
and address of the Beverly Beat newspaper office for Eluvia.
At The Peach Pit Steve invites Carly and Zack to spend the day at Magic
Mountain. David defends “Cain Was Able” to Steve saying he has never heard them
say anything “off color”.
Donna reports to Brandon about her latest findings at the sweatshop.
Brandon has found the owner of the building along with a long list of fire and
sanitation violations. Donna will try to uncover who owns the garment manufacturer.
Donna asks Valerie to cover her personal shopping appointment with MRS. VAN
DYKE.
Cooper calls Valerie from his limousine outside the Walsh house and invites
her to breakfast. At the same time Noah shows up at the house with his laundry.
Noah tells Valerie he has taken a job to skipper a sailboat in Hawaii and that he feels
nothing is holding him back. Valerie accepts Cooper’s second invitation for
breakfast. Noah takes Kelly out for a day of sailing.
On the boat Kelly thanks Noah for giving her time to regain her memories and
not taking advantage of her amnesia.
Donna and Brandon visit the company offices of the building where the
sweatshop is located. They discover a picture of Russ Sanders on the wall with
other corporate officers.
Covering Donna’s appointment, Valerie backstabs Donna by planting seeds of
distrust in the client, Mrs. Van Dyke.
Carly and Zack visit Steve at the newspaper and say they want to go to Magic
Mountain after all. Brandon calls an urgent meeting and tells Steve that his father
may be involved with the sweatshop operation. Steve defensively takes his father’s
side explaining his many business interests.
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Steve confronts his father, Russ, who assures Steve he will look into the
violations and that he is not supportive of exploitation of immigrant laborers.
Brandon finds proof, and shows Steve, that his father not only owns the building that
houses the sweatshop but is one of the owners of the actual company.
Valerie calls Donna to report Mrs. Van Dyke loved the clothes and has given
them more referrals. Donna asks Valerie to handle them. Cooper’s invitation to jet
up to San Francisco with him for dinner makes Valerie face the difficult decision
between the two men in her life.
While waiting on the boat for Valerie Noah realizes she has stood him up and
moves the sailboat to the fueling station to prepare for departure.
At the recording studio David is stunned to hear racial slurs from Devin and
the group and begins to realize that Donna was right about their bigotry. He
continues, however to defend them to Donna. The conversation disintegrates into a
fight and another evening is ruined. Kelly and Brandon discuss tomorrow’s
impending police line-up.
At the newspaper offices Donna and Brandon discuss the implications of
exposing Russ Sanders’ involvement with the sweatshop. Donna goes back to the
plant looking for more evidence and comes up empty handed. Later she is thrilled to
learn that
Eluvia had gone to speak with Brandon and tape-recorded the whole
predicament.
Back at the Walsh house Noah sees the flowers Cooper sent to Valerie.
Valerie lies that they are for Kelly and comments their relationship would never work
out anyway. Noah leaves and Valerie experiences the “empty feeling” Donna
previously described as love.
Brandon becomes very irritated that Kelly could not identify the gunman in
the lineup. Kelly flares and wishes she never had gone to Hawaii. Brandon is
unconvinced that their relationship is OK.
Steve confronts his father again about the sweatshop and catches him in his
own lie. The tables have turned regarding being responsible. The newspaper staff
decides to run the story about the sweatshop without mentioning Russ Sander’s
name – Steve tells them to include his name but add that he has promised to correct
the wrong doings.
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David opens yet another credit card to recording studio costs. Valerie goes to
the sailboat and tells Noah that they are not right for each other. She admits that she
is confused and scared of commitment, too yet asks him to stay and find out if
maybe they are right for each other.
Steve apologizes to Carly for forgetting their date to go to Magic Mountain.
Visibly upset she warms to Steve after hearing his touching explanation and apology
to Zack.
Kelly is discouraged that the gunman will never be apprehended and Brandon
tries to reassure her.
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EPISODE #208
“PRIDE AND PREJUDICE”
Steve places an in the Beverly Beat about the “Cain Was Able” concert at
After Dark. David receives a call in the car that ARI BAUER, of Monolith Records, is
flying out to discuss contract details for the band.
David is reminded of his growing financial problems when a deliveryman
demands cash up front and tells him he is months behind on his payments.
At The Peach Pit, Donna tells Carly that somehow her list of personal
shopping clients has dwindled down to nothing and that the business has all but
ceased to be.
David refuses Ari Bauer’s contract offer and advance money for the band. He
hopes that other record executives will also be interested in the group after the
concert. Donna is growing un-happy about his involvement with “Cain Was Able.”
Cooper Hargrove wants to hire Valerie as his hostess for the evening to attend
his new restaurant/investment venture. Cooper coerces her with a haute couture
gown. Carly resents Steve trying to get back in her good graces through her son.
Brandon senses restraint from Kelly and she in turn gets irritated. Kelly tells
him to face the fact that they both experienced the incident and it is in the past now,
get over it. He is growing overly cautious and worried about her whereabouts.
Brandon spends the night on the couch and Kelly gets more agitated when he begins
a phone conversation with Detective Woods again.
Donna tells Valerie their business is on the rocks. Valerie acts innocent and
asks Donna to help her at Cooper’s the next night.
Devin and the band get irate when hearing David passed on the first record
deal offer. David realizes Donna might be right about the band being bigots when
they start to make crude remarks about Ari Bauer.
Carly is thrilled that Steve surprised her by thoroughly cleaning her house.
While leaving a movie Brandon overreacts and almost punches a guy that
accidentally bumped into Kelly. Noah and Valerie witness the scene and Noah
intercedes just in time.
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When Donna comes to the Walsh house looking for Valerie, Noah advises her
that Valerie is out at appointments with all their clients. Donna realizes that Valerie
has double-crossed her and asks Noah to cover her at Cooper’s party.
Carly overhears Valerie’s conversation at the hairdresser about her dilemma
over the two men vying for her attention.
Noah comes to the newspaper office to speak with Brandon about their
differences. Brandon flares up and tells Noah to stay out of his business and stop
saving everyone.
At the After Dark, Ari and David discuss objectionable lyrics found in a “Cain
Was Able” song. Ari pushes ahead with sales in mind and Donna continues to
express her dissatisfaction with promoting such lyrics of hate.
Cooper woos Valerie at The Marina Restaurant. She is shocked to see Noah
filling in for Donna and is panicked that he and Cooper will meet. She covers and
points out an older man to Noah, saying he is Cooper. Racing back and forth
between the kitchen and the party antics ensue and end with Valerie spilling food
down the front of a guest’s suit. Unbelievably, she avoids the confrontation between
her two male suitors.
At the hospital, Detective Woods explains to Brandon that the actual gunman
is now dead and the man he had identified was the driver of the car; ballistics proves
the case. Brandon gets a sense of closure as he speaks to the dead body. When
Brandon arrives home he shares his experience of speaking with the caught and
dead gunman with Kelly.
At After Dark Donna is still concerned about the racist lyrics and David does
not want to confront the band. David is still not moved when Donna reminds him
that he is Jewish and that his grandfather survived concentration camps. Donna
also flares at Valerie, telling her exactly what she thinks of her for stealing her
personal shopper clients and then lying about it – she slaps Valerie hard across the
face.
Ari and David argue about the performance of the objectionable song. David
ends up announcing the performance is canceled, the band plays anyway and David
disconnects their power. Before a full-fledged fight gets underway David pushes
Devin off the stage and announces once and for all the show is canceled. Donna is
proud of David’s decision but he ultimately has mixed feelings about any form of
censorship and how it can be twisted and misused.
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EPISODE #209
“TOIL AND TROUBLE”
Kelly comments to Brandon that they are falling into a dull routine and she
wants more spice and variety.
Donna is nervous about meeting a new personal shopper client who is the
widow of a famous designer. To Donna’s puzzlement David pulls up in front of the
phone company. He explains he is simply straightening out a misunderstanding on
a bill. 3 of his credit cards are rejected before he can pay his bill.
Steve invites Carly to the Harvest Moon Ball and after a bit of vocal sparing,
she accepts.
Donna meets her client, MRS. GARIBALDI, who is complimentary of her
drawings. However, she is more distracted by finding a medium to conduct a séance
– she has lost her fine jewelry and wants to contact her dead husband to tell her
where she put a bracelet.
Cooper and Valerie discuss his feelings of guilt about inheriting his wealth, he
adds that he went out and made his own fortune. Cooper invites Valerie to the
Harvest Moon Ball and coerces a “yes” from her with an expensive necklace.
The After Dark building owner advises David that he is four months behind in
the rent and the club will be closed unless he pays up. The new lease will include a
fifteen percent increase.
At the marina, Noah gets a visit from his investment counselor, ALBERT
HOBSON. Noah wants nothing to do with his him or his investment holdings; they
have brought him nothing buy unhappiness so far. As Albert leaves, Valerie arrives
and they exchange an affectionate kiss.
Brandon cooks dinner for Kelly. Eating quickly turns into a passionate
interlude pushing aside the table settings with heated intensity. When Steve
questions the mess the next morning they blame the neighbor’s dog.
Donna reminds David about the Harvest Moon Ball but both are distracted
with their respective work projects.
At the Walsh house Noah is puzzled when Kelly gives him his and Valerie’s
tickets to the Harvest Moon Ball – Valerie has not mentioned it to him. Noah
overhears Valerie thanking someone for a necklace on the phone. When questioned
about the Ball, Valerie scoffs that she knows Noah would not want to attend.
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David is disappointed when a loan representative at the bank turns him down.
He returns to the club and finds an eviction notice on the door.
Steve meets ELANA at the newspaper office, a “witch” who claims specialize
in love potions and carnal spells. He recommends her and Donna hires her to run
the séance at Mrs. Garibaldi’s house. Once the séance is underway it is Donna who
figures out where Mrs. Garibaldi left her bracelet. Donna is disappointed to discover
that Mrs. Garibaldi’s husband was not the famous designer but actually owner an
owner of a chain of dry cleaners.
Kelly and Brandon are love sick since their out of the ordinary dinner the
night before, they cannot stand being apart. Steve picks Carly up for the Ball. Valerie
stops to see Noah before going to the Ball to remind him that he is not the black tie
kind of guy.
Not knowing about the eviction notice, Donna lays David’s tuxedo out for him
and suggests a night out to forget all their troubles. Brandon and Kelly are
inseparable and can’t take their hands off each other, even in public places. David
forges Donna’s signature on one of her checks lying on the kitchen counter.
At the Harvest Moon Ball Steve, Carly, Kelly and Brandon are surprised to see
Valerie in a cozy embrace with Cooper on the dance floor. Carly and Steve leave to
tend to sick Zack.
Noah shows up at the Ball. Cooper introduces himself to Noah. Valerie is
ultimately left alone when Cooper says he won’t settle for being second best and
Noah realizes Cooper gave Valerie the necklace and they are there together.
We see all the couples: Steve tells Carly he wants to be only with her,
Brandon and Kelly settle down to bed still in a loving mood, Donna kicks David out
of the beach apartment after she finds him there drinking beer and having stood her
up at the Ball.
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EPISODE #210
“FRIENDS, LOVERS AND CHILDREN”
Carly and Steve have a wonderful date and return to the reality of motherly
duties interrupting their happy, loving moment.
Brandon and Kelly recognize Dylan’s half-sister, Erica, on a street known for
prostitution and drug dealers. Brandon chases after her but to no avail. They seek
advice on how to help and find Erica at The Teen Outreach Center. Counselor, PAM
AHERN, suggests that, contrary to police suggestion, Erica will surface soon. We
learn that Erica was living in Hawaii with Dylan’s mother and took off with a surfer.
Valerie visits Noah on his boat and tries to explain that Cooper Hargrove
means nothing to her. Noah says that whatever they had is over.
David has to tell another After Dark employee, DAN, that he is fired due to
slow business. Dan suggests a loan shark he knows. Donna enters and has booked
the club as the location for a photo shoot. Steve plays “dad” for Zack at his fatherson soccer match.
At The Peach Pit a young woman who has been hanging around engages
Carly in conversation about single motherhood. We see that JODI is unnerved and
answers that she has serious things to consider.
Kelly, Brandon and Pam take the Outreach van to the streets looking for Erica.
They find the streets are more dangerous than they thought when RIGGS, the pimp,
gets into a heated conversation with Brandon and brandishes a knife. PAM calls the
police and Riggs pockets the knife quickly as a police car cruises past.
Carly apologize to Steve for putting him an awkward position at the “fatherson” soccer match. They both feel they are either going too fast or in the wrong
direction.
At the newspaper office Valerie bristles at Brandon, upset that everyone
seems distrust her every move. Brandon answers that she has earned the
reputation.
As the photo shoot progresses smoothly at After Dark, Dan sets David up with
the loan shark, EVERETT SANDS. David will have to break another date with Donna
to make the meeting.
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Pam warns Kelly at The Outreach Center that searching for Erica can be
dangerous. A friend of Erica’s, RICKY, comes to the newspaper and tells
Brandon where to find her. They find her in a run-down apartment building
and she is suspicious and nervous that her pimp, Riggs, will come after them.
Steve confesses to Brandon he feels trapped into a situation he’s not ready
for with Carly and Zack. Later Carly and Steve have a heart to heart about she and
Zack being a “package deal”. Steve says he does want the both of them and they
finally go to bed together.
Donna is puzzled when her check is turned down at a boutique for insufficient
funds. At the beach apartment Donna goes through her cancelled checks and
discovers David’s deceit.
Everett Smith keeps David waiting at a restaurant and when he finally arrives
and spells out his terms, David finds it mind-boggling. The interest will be fifty
percent and due at the end of the first month. David senses the strong underlying
threat and wonders if he is really losing control of the situation.
Noah gets drunk and belligerent in a working class bar, the bartender has to
call the police to take him away.
Brandon and Kelly get Erica settled in at the Walsh house, Kelly admits she
does not feel safe and perhaps they are out of their league trying to help her. Erica
has overheard the conversation and we see her growing concern about being there.
Brandon gets a call from the police and goes to post Noah’s bail. He hears Noah’s
whole story about fighting off the ghosts of his past, accidentally killing Beth and
how he comes from the rich and powerful Hunter family, of Hunter Oil & Chemical.
Jodi comes to the Walsh house to announce that she is pregnant and that
Steve is the father. Valerie tries to bond with Erica in the kitchen over the Baja trip
trying to recover Dylan’s money and explains that she wants to help.
Donna returns to the beach apartment explaining that she stayed the night at
her parent’s house because she can never trust David again and wants him to gather
his things and move out.
Brandon and Kelly return home to find the house ransacked and robbed.
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EPISODE #211
“CHILD OF THE NIGHT”
At The Peach Pit, Steve admits to Carly that he could be the father of Jodi’s
child; Carly wants him to undergo a DNA test.
Erica is nowhere to be found. Kelly bristles that the situation is all Valerie’s
fault because she promised to stay home and keep an eye on Erica. Kelly and Donna
drive around looking for Erica and are shocked to see what goes on in the streets.
Mel Silver meets his son, David, with advice on declaring bankruptcy. He
covers David’s debt to Donna but David keeps the loan shark information to himself.
Jodi meets Steve at the newspaper office and, to no avail he tries to persuade her to
give up the baby for adoption.
On the boat, Valerie has prepared a surprise romantic dinner for Noah.
Despite her protest that she made a mistake and regrets encouraging Cooper in any
way, Noah makes no effort to forgive her and asks her to leave. Erica is apprehended
by the police and released to Kelly and Brandon. She goes with them without a word
of thanks.
Donna repeats to David that her trust in him as been destroyed and that no
apology can repair the damage. Erica takes Brandon and Kelly to her run down
apartment to collect the merchandise she stole from their house. She neglects to
turn over the pocket watch Dylan gave Brandon and slips it to her girlfriend, JULIE.
Steve asks Carly to have a conversation with Jodi about single motherhood
and she agrees. Carly and Jodi discuss pregnancy and Carly recants her memories
of being pregnant and unmarried. Carly assures Jodi that Steve will not shirk any
responsibilities.
Brandon wants to write an article about Erica and her situation on the street
for the Beverly Beat. Donna wants to escape for the day and takes refuge on her
parent’s boat – with Noah.
Steve helps David pack up his things from the beach apartment and once
again discusses bankruptcy. David admits to Steve how much he owes a loan shark.
Valerie witnesses Noah and Donna kissing on the boat and leaves devastated;
she wastes no time running to tell David.
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The District Attorney, DEBRA MILLS, wants Brandon to reveal his source for
the pimp/street story. Brandon swears secrecy in fear of retaliation and to protect
his source. Brandon reassures Erica that he will keep his promise of anonymity.
Donna arrives back at the beach apartment to find David still there and
wanting another chance; Donna cannot give him another chance. Steve feels trapped
and suffocated when Carly sides with Jodi and wants Steve to stand by her.
Kelly comes to the beach apartment in hopes of cheering up Donna after her
break up with David. She finds a happy Donna eager to recant her day on the boat
with Noah.
At After Dark, Sands and henchmen are awaiting David for payment. Noah
jumps in and save David from an awful beating and is then puzzled by his lack of
gratitude.
Kelly tries to persuade Erica to cooperate with the D.A.’s office but she
refuses. Erica runs out of the Walsh house and steals Kelly’s car. Brandon and
Kelly find her with her badly beaten up friend, Julie. Riggs arrives but flees as soon
as he hears Brandon has called the police and an ambulance.
Sands and henchmen find David at After Dark again and tell him how lucky he
is that someone paid off his debt and saved his life.
Brandon reiterates to Debra Mills that he can’t identify his source and
California Law protects that right. Debra informs a shocked Brandon that Riggs is
involved in more than minor misdemeanor charges and Brandon’s silence can make
him an accessory – carrying a very stiff jail sentence.
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EPISODE #212
“DEADLINE”
David assumes it is Donna that paid off his loan and goes to thank her. She
becomes angrier with him as this is another example of secrecy between them. Their
relationship is destroyed. Brandon and Kelly have arranged for Erica to go to London
and stay with Dylan. As they finalize details the police arrive and arrest Brandon.
Steve and Carly wait anxiously at the newspaper for the results of Steve’s
DNA test. The phone call about Brandon’s arrest interrupts.
Kelly visits Brandon in jail and assures him that Rush Sanders in arranging
for a lawyer and his bail. She reminds him that he still has to get the charges
dropped or he could go to prison.
Valerie investigates and Dan tells her who the loan shark is and where to find
him. Donna finds Noah on the boat and tells him she has broken it off with David.
Noah comments that their first kiss was spontaneous; what happens next is what is
important.
Rush gets Brandon out of jail, appreciate that Brandon got him on the straight
and narrow regarding the sweatshop mess.
During a busy night at After Dark David accidentally starts a fire in the office.
Little damage is done but the club must be evacuated and all of David’s personal
effects are scorched.
Valerie tracks down Everett Sands and discovers that Noah paid off David’s
loan - he is very rich after all.
Brandon still stands by his decision not to squeal and his lawyer supports
him. Mills announces she will face him in court and charge him with being an
accessory in the prevention of arrest, prosecution and incarceration of an alleged
felon.
Noah tries to convince David he has not slept with Donna and that he’ll back
off if they are still a couple. David lies and says they are still together. Kelly takes
Erica to a busy clinic and is surprised to find only one doctor.
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Steve has a deep conversation with his father about the responsibility of
being a father. Donna offers David the spare room in the beach apartment but he
storms off rejecting her offer.
Valerie confronts Noah at the boat about his wealth. He explains that he
wanted her to love him for what he was, not just for his money. Kelly returns to The
Wyatt Clinic and offers her administrative services. She convinces DR. MONAHAN to
let her get permission from the Foundation.
Steve’s father is pleased and proud of how Steve and Brandon have made
something of the newspaper. He guesses that Jodi is pregnant and expresses he is
still proud of Steve.
Noah surprises Donna and confesses that he is heir to the Hunter oil family
fortune. At first upset that he had lied she mellows and accepts his invitation for
dinner. Mrs. Abernathy, the landlady, inspects the damage at After Dark and David
admits the insurance has lapsed. She terminates David’s lease.
Back at the Walsh house Valerie confronts Brandon about why he kept Noah’s
secret. Brandon has little sympathy for Valerie’s gold digger attitude. Kelly is cool
to Brandon’s advances and says she won’t relax until Riggs is in prison. Erica
decides to work with Brandon to entrap Riggs on a new charge.
At the beach apartment David witnesses a sensual kiss between Donna and
Noah. She apologizes to David that he had to see.
Erica, Kelly, Brandon and detectives set up a sting on the street to entrap
Riggs. He is apprehended accepting cash for drugs. Once everything is settled
Kelly and Brandon wish Erica well on her trip to England.
Steve and Carly are elated to find that he is not the father of Jodi’s baby.
Valerie tells David that Noah is the person who paid off his loan, making David’s
temper rise even higher.
David snaps at Noah at The Peach Pit. David throws his keys at Noah after
hearing an offer to buy the club from him. Noah is dismayed and feels that his
money has ruined things again.
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EPISODE #213
“FRIENDS INDEED”
Donna points out an article to Dylan written by EMMA BENNETT in the LA
Chronicle. She suggests Dylan hire Emma to write for the Beverly Beat. Donna invites
Noah to the beach apartment for breakfast and her mother is less than pleased to find him
there. Felice is there to discuss the auction/sale of their boat and is shocked when she
finds her daughter kissing the “hired help”. Donna explains she is no longer seeing David
and has been dating Noah. Felice continues her snobbish attack on Noah.
At the clinic Dr. Gary Monahan approaches Kelly and questions if she like the
new job. She states she is satisfied helping the needy. Valerie visits Noah with the
intention of persuading him to hire her back at After Dark. She insists the visit has
nothing to do with them but she has an attachment to the club and wants to see it
succeed.
At the Beverly Beat Steve advises David to patch things up with Noah and
even ask for his job back at the club. Brandon and Steve are stunned to hear that
Donna is now dating Noah. Steve tells Carly about his romantic plan to spend the
night at his father’s beach house. They both are excited until they find Zack has a
fever – they are housebound.
Noah approaches David at The Peach Pit with an offer to run the nightclub, no
strings attached. David snaps that he does not what Noah’s charity. Kelly gushes to
Brandon about the wonderful Dr. Monahan and her experience at the clinic. David
takes a menial job at “Khaki Nation” folding t-shirts and jeans. It does not take long
for him to realize this is not the place for him and walks out.
Steve and Carly look for some privacy at the Walsh house only to be
interrupted by Valerie saying the house must be evacuated for fumigation. They
return to Carly’s house to steal a few precious moments only to find her mother
locked in an embrace with her new beau, PRESTON STURGIS. Carly’s realizes her
life is about to get even more complicated when her mother announces she is
leaving with Preston for Arizona. Steve reassures Carly that he will be there to help.
Emma Bennett comes to the paper to meet Brandon and they she will write
one article to start and will discuss where to go from there.
The music of BRIAN REARDON plays to the crowd at After Dark and Noah
seems to be handling the club with ease. Valerie shows up and predicts failure,
launching into a jealous tirade that Noah is getting what he deserves for lying.
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When Dr. Monahan massages Kelly shoulder and neck after a tough day she
becomes concerned that his interest is more than clinical.
Donna returns to the beach apartment to find David blasting music and
belligerent about Noah. Donna reminds him that he has only his pride to blame for
not being back at the club. David realizes that Donna’s invitation to live at the beach
apartment truly has nothing to do with getting back together.
Noah stops in at the Walsh house to offer Valerie a job at the club. She
negotiates a larger salary and a percentage of the club’s profits. Noah must remind
her that this is strictly a business deal.
Kelly shares her concerns about Dr. Monahan with Brandon. Brandon feels
she is over-reacting. The next day she witnesses a harassment-free Dr. Monahan
and questions her previous judgment. Brandon is relieved to hear that Kelly has put
aside her suspicions. Emma stops by the newspaper office and makes it clear she is
coming on to Brandon. Over lunch she makes blatant overtures.
Donna arrives home and finds David lounging around the apartment again.
He becomes sarcastic and they spar about their having slept together. Donna says
she hoped they could go on being friends but he responds it will be hard as he is still
in love with her. Valerie meets Noah for lunch and brings ideas to improve the club.
Noah is impressed with her business like approach.
Valerie sees Donna at The Peach Pit and wastes no time telling her that she
and Noah are now partners. When Donna confronts Noah over hiring Valerie he
assures her that he plans to keep it strictly business. Donna tells Noah that she
needs to give their relationship serious thought before making a commitment.
Valerie comes up with a scheme to make Noah and Donna jealous and, therefore
break up – she and David will pretend they are a couple.
At the marina boat auction Noah is the highest bidder to buy the Martin’s boat.
Felice is stunned to learn that Noah is a “Hunter” of Hunter Oil & Chemical. Noah
asks Donna if she has had enough time to think about dating, she answer yes, she
want to keep seeing him.
Brandon starts to dodge Kelly’s questions about Emma’s involvement in the
paper and actually lies to her when Emma calls on the phone.
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EPISODE #214
“COMIC RELIEF”
Brandon’s guilt feeling grow as Kelly says how much she enjoys Emma
Bennett’s column. Kelly is anxious to meet her and feels she already knows her by
reading her column.
Carly feels that Steve views her as a burden and he reassures her that her
responsibilities are not a problem for him.
Valerie and David begin their charade of being back together and startle
everyone at the Walsh house with their lovemaking. David is not sure their plan will
work but Valerie counters that they just need to get rumors started. Brandon and
Steve give David a good ribbing about his sexual prowess.
Donna comes to the house to hire Kelly as a replacement model for a photo
shoot. David snaps at Donna’s possessiveness when she questions why he didn’t
sleep at the beach apartment. Valerie enters and makes it clear she and David were,
and are together.
At the clinic Dr. Monahan confides in Kelly about his unhappy marriage. She
becomes uncomfortable as he moves closer to her.
David meets BEN WESTER at his new job at the car wash and it quickly
becomes evident that Ben is gay. David defends Ben from their co-workers. Ben is
appreciative and fills David in that his parents have disowned him.
As Noah auditions awful talent for “Comedy Night” at After Dark he suggests
Steve audition. Later Steve does and Noah books him!
Kelly and Emma cross paths at the newspaper office. Brandon lies that he
has no time for lunch with Kelly when actually he has plans with Emma. His lies and
guilt feelings are growing. At the modeling studio Kelly is surprised that she cannot
get a hold of Brandon all afternoon.
At lunch Brandon confronts Emma that everything she says has a double
meaning – when she becomes more direct about her feelings he struggles with
temptation. Brandon and Emma spend all afternoon together and although he
declines an invitation into her apartment she kisses him and leaves him with a
growing load of guilt.
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Brandon surprises Kelly with breakfast in bed and lies again that his absence
yesterday was due to detail hunting for an article. Kelly apologizes for being
suspicious.
Dr. Monahan sees Kelly’s modeling pictures and admires her glamorous side.
Kelly’s concerns are raised again when he makes a comment that her beauty is being
wasted on a younger and less experience man.
At “Comedy Night” at After Dark, Donna tells Kelly that photographer ANNIKA
wants her to work full-time on the campaign. Donna is terribly distracted by David
and Valerie’s display of affection. Noah and Donna both are not sure if this display
bothers them.
Kelly tells Brandon about her recurring fears about Dr. Monahan and he
advises her to talk with him and then, if necessary, file a report.
When Valerie and David approach the groups’ table, Donna snaps at David
and storms off in a huff. Emma has joined the gang at their table and Brandon hopes
there will be no Emma-Kelly slip-ups.
Steve has stage fright but perseveres and the audience warms to him. He
receives a standing ovation. David visits Ben’s parents’ home and Mr. Wester
bristles at his interference. Mr. Wester glares at David and confirms that he has
disowned Ben.
Brandon writes a glowing review of Steve’s performance, much to Steve’s
chagrin. Brandon is puzzled and becomes suspicious. Steve later confesses to
Carly that his whole routine was stolen from stand-up comedian Belzer.
She
impresses on him that he is funny enough on his own and does not need to steal
material from anyone else.
Emma continues to send verbal barbs to Brandon when he imparts on her that
he is serious about his girlfriend. Dr. Monahan storms out of his office when he
realizes Kelly is accusing him of sexual harassment.
Noah and Valerie are excited about the financial success of the club’s theme
nights. Noah is surprised to hear that David has moved in with Valerie. Donna
questions Noah if he is upset about this news and he plays down his relationship
with Valerie. Donna defends that she and David have a history but it will not interfere
with her new relationship.
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Kelly tells Brandon she is relieved to have confronted Dr. Monahan and that she has
turned down the modeling offer. Emma’s latest article has them discussing
forgiveness for cheating partners. When the phone rings and it is Emma, Brandon
pretends it is a crank call and unplugs the phone.
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EPISODE #215
“SANTA KNOWS”
Kelly has invited Emma to dinner and they are in the kitchen preparing dinner.
Kelly confides in her about her Dr. Monahan problem and Emma advises that it is a
power issue not a sexual issue. When Brandon arrives he is cordial but concerned
about find the two women together. Getting ready for dinner David tells Valerie he
does not think their jealousy-plan is working. Valerie disagrees.
Kelly asks Emma detailed questions about the couple in her column. Brandon
squirms as both women give their opinion of the cheating couple’s solution and
Emma squeezes Brandon’s knee under the table.
While decorating After Dark for Christmas Noah tells Donna about his
miserable Christmases past with his alcoholic family. He declines her invitation to
join her at Brandon and Kelly’s for Christmas Eve.
At the car wash David invites Ben to stay at the Walsh house temporarily.
David is surprised that Ben cared enough to buy Christmas gifts for his parents.
Valerie bring them lunch and David is puzzled as to the display of affection wince no
one is around to witness it. She assures David that their scheme is working because
Noah is not spending Christmas with Donna.
Steve does not know what to get Carly for Christmas. Brandon tells Emma he
thinks she is attractive but cannot lie to Kelly anymore.
At the clinic Kelly shows charity director, AUDREY CUTLER the facility.
Audrey convinces Kelly to give a speech at the Holiday Party to convince the board
of the need for more funds. Kelly accepts and realizes she cannot now report Dr.
Monahan for sexual harassment.
Carly and Steve have the difficult task of convincing Zack that Santa Claus
does really exist. Zack has many impossible questions to answer. David takes Ben
to his parents’ house to deliver Christmas presents. Mrs. Wester explains that Ben’s
father can’t understand his life choice. David imparts that her son may end up on the
street. They remain unmoved.
Noah and Donna start to have tense moments. Noah visits Donna on a photo
shoot and Donna admits that her tension stems from him working with Valerie. Noah
reassures her that he won’t be sucked in by Valerie but isn’t going to sit by idly
waiting for Donna to feel more trusting.
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Emma lures Brandon to her apartment and although he keeps saying he loves
Kelly his resistance is weakened and he goes to bed with Emma. David comes to the
car wash to make sure Ben really has somewhere to go for Christmas; he finds Ben
contemplating suicide.
Ben has spent the night on the Walsh couch. David confronts Mr. Wester with
the news about the attempted suicide. Mr. Wester kicks David off his property as
angry as ever.
Kelly is at the clinic fund-raising event whipping up support. Dr. Monahan
introduces Kelly to his wife, Nina. Kelly is brought to the microphone and presents a
glowing report of Dr. Monahan and the clinic. Brandon expresses his pride in her
and knows how hard it was to lie. Dr. Monahan leads Kelly to his office and begins
to kiss her. Kelly rushes out and asks Brandon to leave with her without causing a
scene; Brandon glares at Dr. Monahan on the way out.
The next morning Valerie finds Ben leaving the Walsh house. Valerie has a
moment with Ben when she confides knowing what it is like being lonely and even
ashamed of what you are. She imparts on him to “teach your father a lesson with
you life, not your death.”
Audrey Cutler has come to the clinic and cautions Kelly that a formal sexual
harassment complaint will go in her employment file and may hinder future job
opportunities.
Noah arrives at the boat to find Donna has fully decorated it for Christmas. He
loves it and they decide to start over and with no more secrets.
The Walsh house Christmas party is underway. Brandon and Kelly, Nat as
Santa Claus, Noah and Donna, Steve, Carly and Zach are all there. Mr. & Mrs. Wester
come to the door to bring Ben home. They will try harder to understand and
regardless, they want him home with them.
Valerie tells David that Ben’s situation has made her realize the more
important things in life besides petty jealousies and personal vendettas. They kiss.
Nat’s “Santa” convinces Zach that Santa may just be real.
Deciding to open one gift early, Kelly unknowingly unwraps the gift Emma
gave to Brandon; Kelly loves the man’s watch. Brandon is strained with feelings of
guilt but relieved the watch did not have an inscription.
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EPISODE #216
“READY OR NOT”
At After Dark Valerie complains to Noah that her ten percent of the profits deal
seems too small since the club is doing better. Emma brings her latest column to
Brandon and Kelly’s table and coolly says they should enjoy it – the guy in the article
has cheated on his girlfriend and now regrets the affair. Emma is stunned to see
Kelly wearing the wristwatch she gave Brandon.
David sees Noah at the condom machine in the bathroom and jumps to the
conclusion that he is sleeping with Donna already. Valerie and David reassure each
other that their ex-loves are still true to them.
At The Peach Pit Donna offers the beach apartment to Carly and Zach while
their house is being fumigated.
Dr. Monahan is upset that Kelly has told Audrey Cutler about his behavior. He
reminds Kelly that if her complaint goes to the board of directors, and he has to
resign, the patients will be the ones to lose. Kelly ponders this thinking it may be
true.
Not realizing David works there, Donna and Noah go to the car wash. While
Noah is paying David challenges Donna about sleeping with Noah so quickly. Donna
flares that he has no right to criticize her and David scoffs, telling that he and Valerie
sleeping together has been a façade. Donna is surprised and relieved.
Steve and Brandon hire JANET SOSNA to work at the newspaper. She turns
out to be an efficient and exemplary employee. Emma snaps at Brandon about the
gift and he counters that she should leave the newspaper. When Kelly enters and
talks about the confrontation at the clinic Emma defends her and urges her to fight
back. Emma makes it clear to Brandon that she has no intention of giving up on him
yet. After dinner on the boat Donna and Noah discuss the fake romance between
their ex-loves. Noah kisses Donna but wonders if she is truly over David.
In her bedroom Valerie tries to peak David’s interest in her and is stung when
he admits he wants Donna back. David walks off the job at the car wash when
Brandon and Steve drive up and offer him a job as current-music-scene staff writer
on the Beverly Beat paper.
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Kelly arrives at the clinic determined to defend herself and her job. She finds
Dr. Monahan interviewing a young woman and is fired when she announces that she
intends to file a formal complaint.
Nat introduces Valerie to bookie, DUKE WEATHERILL at The Peach Pit. Nat
advises Duke to leaves and fills Valerie in on how Duke got Brandon into trouble a
few years ago.
Donna discusses her Noah situation with Carly as they pack up for the
temporary move to the beach apartment. Carly advises Donna that she will know
when the right time is to give herself to a man.
Valerie is surprised to find David in her bedroom in the middle of the
afternoon. Valerie apologizes for their last argument and David finds her temptations
too hard to resist, they make love.
Kelly finds Emma a sympathetic ear for her story about being fired. As they
prepare dinner at the Walsh house Emma “accidentally” drops Kelly’s wristwatch
into boiling water. When Brandon insists he will have it fixed Emma declares she is
a stickler for payback - Brandon hears her warning loud and clear.
Reading Emma’s latest installment of the column Kelly does not pick up on
the parallels with her own life. Brandon tries to downplay any interest in the column
at all. Brandon flares when Emma tells Brandon how Kelly attracts the worst types,
including a cheating boyfriend; he tells her to get out of his house.
It is “Sports Night” at After Dark and Duke is there taking bets. When Valerie
tries to kick him out he offers her a cut of his profit. She negotiates and makes a
deal to receive one-third of the take. At the bar Donna wants David to know that she
is not sleeping with Noah and that she is glad he and Valerie were just pretending.
When she discovers that they did sleep together she storms off and tells Noah she is
ready to make love. Noah realizes her rash decision is based on getting even with
David so he nicely sends her home alone.
Left unsupervised while Steve sleeps, Zach colors Donna’s dress designs
with crayons. When Carly wakes Steve he is mortified that he has to confess to
Donna what happened. Unfortunately, Donna is already in her meeting with
designer, ROBERT GWINNET. Shocked at the sketches she explains the color is
intentional – he thinks she is a genius and hires her. They call the summer wear
collection “Child’s Play”.
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At the clinic Brandon and Kelly entrap Dr. Monahan and prove the sexual
harassment to Audrey Cutler. He is fired on the spot and it is announced that
Donna’s father, Dr. Martin, will take over.
Valerie is impressed with her gambling earnings and agrees to take
customers’ bets at the bar.
Brandon finds Emma packing up her desk at the paper. When he gets to his
car he finds an audiocassette on his windshield. Emma has grouped together parts
of their conversations and has made it sound like two lovers having a discussion.
Emma is blackmailing Brandon.
At a fancy hotel Noah has arranged for recording artist, Brian McKnight to
serenade Donna at a congratulatory dinner celebration. He declares to Donna that
he loves her and they later go upstairs and make love.
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EPISODE #217
“ILLEGAL TENDER”
David savors his scathing review of singer JAMIE BLAKE. While he proudly
reads out loud she walks into the newspaper’s office and angrily blames him for
losing her job and ruining her singing career. David is guilt-ridden after a tonguelashing and Jamie storms out.
Brandon confronts Emma at her apartment about what she intends to do with
the audiocassette. Emma gloats that she does want to hurt him and Kelly and slams
the door in his face.
Steve tells Brandon that they have to try and persuade Emma to stay on with
the paper; the readers love the column. Steve understands the hesitancy when
Brandon confesses the affair. Steve suggests making Kelly the new columnist, he
will compose an anonymous letter to hear and after hearing her reaction and advice
Brandon can decide how to handle his own situation. Feeling guilty, David persuades
Valerie to book Jamie Blake at After Dark.
Donna is turned off by the brutality of boxing while at “Sports Night” at After
Dark. Noah woos her by comparing it to romance. Noah is curious about the man he
sees Valerie with across the bar. In the office Noah uncovers that Valerie is running
sports betting with Duke out of the club. He tells Duke it is illegal and orders him to
leave the premises and vows to return the money to the customers. We see Valerie
deciding that she’ll keep the betting going herself.
Carly gets upset when she sees Steve not holding Zach’s hand as they cross
the parking lot. Steve suggests she is overreacting; she gets upset and takes Zach
inside The Peach Pit.
Intrigued, Kelly is lying in bed opening the letters from the lovelorn for her
new column. Brandon recognizes one she reads as the set-up from Steve. Her
needing to sleep on it before answering leaves Brandon burning with guilt. The next
morning Steve and Brandon pressure her for the first column and she gets upset,
feeling pressured.
At After Dark Jamie and the bank are rehearsing. Jamie steps off the stage to
thank David with a kiss when Valerie walks in; needless to say she is disturbed to
have observed this expression of affection. Valerie snaps and she voices that she
has heard about Jamie’s “previous problems.” Jamie answers it was off night at the
other club and Valerie warns her that she wants no trouble at After Dark. Valerie
barks at Noah suggesting he lighten up and enjoy ownership of the bar and let her
handle the business details.
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David catches a fuming and jealous Valerie in the parking lot. David explains
his interest in Jamie is professional. Jamie has sparked David’s interest in music, he
wants to get his music equipment out of hock and be up on the stage performing,
too.
As Brandon starts to admit his mistake to Kelly the phone rings. Kelly
overhears Steve and Emma on the phone and misunderstands his threat and
warning to her, thinking they have been having the affair. She is stunned Steve
would cheat on Carly.
To avoid a confrontation with Noah Valerie arranges for Duke’s associate to
do the money exchanges at the bar from now on.
At the mall, Donna and Carly lose track of Zach while watching a children’s
performance. Zach chases after a stray balloon and finds himself lost. Carly and
Donna panic and search the mall. Zach follows a man who offers him candy.
At the newspaper Steve questions Brandon as to why he didn’t tell Kelly the
truth. Steve begs Kelly not to say anything to Carly until she has all the facts when
Brandon refuses to come clean. Kelly angrily confronts Emma at her apartment
about breaking up a warm and caring romance. Puzzled Emma tells Kelly that she
has been with Brandon and plays the audiotape.
Valerie finds David working on his music and apologizes for her jealous
reaction. She has bought him a new, state of the art electronic keyboard.
Fearing Zach has been kidnapped Carly is terrified. At the security office it
turns out the man had brought Zach in and the boy was sleeping safely on a cot.
Once back at the beach apartment Steve reassures Carly and they vow to hold on to
each other forever.
Jamie hears David playing on his keyboard at the club and while talking David
recognizes she has stage fright. He shares his trick of focusing on one person in the
audience that he loves and trusts. Jamie is reassured and asks if she can focus on
David during her performance.
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During her performance Jamie Blake has David come perform on stage with
her band. Valerie is entrapped and arrested by an uncover policeman posing as
Duke’s pick-up man. When Noah announces he is the owner of the club he is also
arrested.
Brandon comes home to Kelly set to play the audiotape and not wanting to
hear excuses. Kelly tells him she is moving back to the beach apartment and not to
call or contact her in any way.
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EPISODE #218
“THE ELEPHANT’S FATHER”
Brandon accepts the blame and is drowning his sorrows in beer at home.
Steve is stunned by Emma’s behavior. When Valerie returns from a night in jail she
is thrilled to find Kelly has moved out. Brandon is highly suspicious of Valerie’s
sympathy and continues drinking, angry at the world.
Kelly arrives at the beach apartment in tears telling Carly and Donna the
whole story. She announces definitively that she and Brandon are finished.
Outside the courthouse Valerie complains about the heavy fine and fifty hours
of community service she must complete. Noah only received a week suspension of
the club’s liquor license. Noah is fed up and fires her.
Kelly rushes in to the clinic and Dr. Martin introduces her to the new intern,
JEFF STOCKMAN, a third-year medical student.
At the Beverly Beat offices David tells Steve he wants to do a day-in-the-life
story about a band named “Jasper’s Law”. Brandon is in a horrendous mood and
barks at David, his anger turns to self-pity and his friends watch in sympathy.
Donna tells Noah about the breakup and Noah shrugs it off as a mistake.
Donna flares up that Noah treats honesty too lightly. Noah tries to calm her adding
that no one is perfect but Donna’s tension is not eased by this remark.
Carly announces to Steve that she has to go to Montana because her father
has had a serious heart attack and needs triple by-pass surgery. After speaking with
the hospital she tells a stunned Steve she is going to stay in Montana.
At the clinic Jeff and Kelly discuss a patient who they suspect is the victim of
spousal abuse. Valerie is there and not happy about serving out her community
service under Kelly’s authority. Valerie proceeds to irritate Kelly by telling her
Brandon seemed unusually happy that morning. Kelly takes pleasure in assigning
Valerie menial tasks around the clinic. Meanwhile, LEAH, the patient denies the
spousal abuse suggestion.
At an amusement park Brandon, Noah and Steve drown their sorrows in more
beer and Steve isn’t sure he agrees with his friends’ philosophy that men are not
meant to be monogamous.
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Kelly and Jeff hear Leah’s husband anger as he leads her away from the
clinic. Jeff walks Kelly to her car and we see Valerie tear up a stack of phone
messages from Brandon.
David conducts an interview with “Jasper’s Law” at a recording studio. David
finds Mark, the keyboard player, hostile. Recalling his past troubles David declines
when offered drugs. After hanging out well into the night Jasper hears
David tinkering on the keyboard and asks him to play for them; Mark scoffs
jealously.
A drunken Brandon goes to the beach apartment to see Kelly only to be
turned away and threatened that the police will be called.
Valerie continues her lies telling Brandon that Kelly received all the phone
messages. She taunts him that Kelly is showing interest in the intern at the clinic.
Steve tries to persuade Carly not to leave and she begs him not to make the
situation more difficult.
Kelly finds Leah at her job and is able to leave her with a list of phone
numbers to call if she needs help. Leah shows up later at the clinic and asks for help
getting safely to a shelter.
Jeff taunts Valerie about being a “bookie” at the clinic. When flowers arrive
for Kelly, Valerie changes the card “from Brandon” to “from a secret admirer”. She
later tells Kelly the admirer is Jeff. Jeff asks Kelly out after they hear Leah is settled
and safe. When Brandon calls Valerie tells him that Kelly and Jeff just left for the
evening.
Brandon is frustrated that Kelly has not returned his calls or thanked him for
the flowers. Venting to Noah in the car, he overreacts when a driver cuts him off.
Noah tries to calm him down as the other car drives away.
The gang throws an informal going away party for Carly and Zach at The
Peach Pit and they all exchange warm good byes. Noah finds Donna to tell her that
Brandon’s despair has opened his eyes about fidelity and vows he will never cheat.
Steve is depressed after bidding farewell to Carly and Zach at the airport.
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In the Walsh kitchen David and Valerie celebrate with champagne the sale of
one of David’s songs to “Jasper’s Law”.
Brandon waits at the apartment for Kelly to return from her date with Jeff.
When accused, Kelly denies receiving any phone messages. Brandon tells her he
loves her and wants another chance but Kelly is not ready. Brandon snaps that it is
because she is dating the new doctor and Kelly resents the insinuation. He asks
again for another chance but despite the protests, Kelly tells him to leave.
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EPISODE #219
“REBOUND”
Noah reluctantly agrees to book “Jasper’s Law” for one weekend only at After
Dark. Jasper asks David to play his love song with them and Valerie gives him a
supportive hug not realizing the son was written for Donna.
David finds Mark
smoking pot in the parking lot and is perplexed when he drives off leaving the band
stranded without a keyboard player.
Brandon is still drowning his sorrows at the bar and flares at Noah when he
tries to moderate Brandon’s drinking.
Kelly explains that her relationship with Brandon has been complicated when
Jeff Stockman arrives at the beach apartment for their date.
David is anxious for the band to have a longer commitment at After Dark.
Brandon asks Valerie to write a restaurant review column for the Beverly Beat. David
informs that Mark broke his arm in a car accident and therefore the band is on-hold
for a while.
Donna is excited to see her finished line of “Child’s Play” clothing. At the
studio the child model, SASHA, is throwing a temper tantrum and the mother
indulges her behavior. Donna’s boss, Gwinnet, tells Donna to stay out of it when she
suggests the mother give her daughter a more normal life.
At the newspaper Brandon suggests Steve stop moping around, use his
fraternity contacts and get an interview with Los Angeles Dodger Mike Piazza. Steve
finds the contact, his friends’ fiancé, at her bridal gown fitting. Steve makes an anticommitment statement and when KRISTI agrees with him he realizes he may have
broken up a relationship/wedding.
At the clinic Jeff and Kelly council a teenage girl who has tested positive for
the sexually transmitted disease, Chlamydia. When Kelly reminds the girl that she
has to share the information with her boyfriend the girl admits she cheated and was
infected by another boy. Kelly is reminded of her recent affair-problem. Jeff offers to
cheer up Kelly by taking her to dinner at Updike’s. Valerie overhears where they are
going on their date and takes Brandon there under the pretense of writing a review
for the Beverly Beat. AT the restaurant Kelly accuses Brandon of spying on her.
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Kristi spends the night at the Walsh house and is thankful that Steve saved
her from the mistake of getting married. When her fiancé, HARRY, comes to the
house Steve runs interference, tries to reason with Harry but Harry will never give up
on Kristi. Steve wonders if his feelings for Carly were ever so strong.
Mark finds David at The Peach Pit and insinuates that his accident was
caused more by the alcohol Noah served him at the bar than the marijuana.
David, eager to get back at Noah, quizzes him about serving drinks to an
already drunk Mark. Noah takes offense to his remarks and bristles when David
comments that he hopes he gets in trouble and that it must be nice to buy his way
out of problems.
At the modeling studio Sasha’s mother complains to Gwinnet and having no
choice, he fires Donna explaining she will get her contractual share of “Child’s Play”
profits.
Donna advises David and he responds to her words that one should not do
the wrong thing just to keep what you want it; if you do, it probably isn’t worth
having.
Brandon has lunch with Kristi and they counsel each other. When they arrive
home she rushes to call Harry and Brandon calls Valerie at the clinic to cancel their
restaurant review date. Valerie schemes to set-up Kelly again – having her see
Brandon with Kristi at the house.
Kelly and Jeff are pleased to see that Ellen was honest with her boyfriend and
that they are now giving their relationship a second chance. Valerie has overheard
their exchange and scoffs that Kelly hasn’t doesn’t the same.
Donna returns to the modeling studio and mollifies the tantrum throwing
Sasha with a clown costume and act. Sasha is delighted and will keep working as
long as Donna stays. Gwinnet rehires Donna with the agreement to regulate the
hours a child model can work.
Kelly angrily witnesses Kristi giving Brandon a kiss of gratitude. Brandon
explains the situation but Kelly can’t help thinking the worst and does not think he
can regain her trust. Later at the beach apartment Kelly shows no interest when
Donna mentions a phone message from Brandon. Brandon is disillusioned when
Kelly again rejects his request for another chance.
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Valerie completes her community service obligation at the clinic and
continues to chide Kelly about Brandon. Kelly tries to brush off Jeff but he is willing
to proceed with her at whatever pace necessary.
Brandon and Steve wish Harry and Kristi well at their wedding. Brandon and
Steve discuss true love and Steve makes light of the situation by commenting there
are so many women at weddings.
Jasper and Mark stop by the Walsh house to discuss a lawsuit against Noah.
When David tells Jasper the truth that he really saw Mark smoking pot in the parking
lot Jasper believes him and Mark storms away.
David finds Donna and Noah at After Dark and is relieved to hear that Mark’s
lawyers have not filed suit. Donna is thrilled when the guys call it even and settle
their differences. David is the new keyboard player for “Jasper’s Law.”
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EPISODE #220
“CRIMES & MISDEMEANORS”
Kelly discourages Brandon’s advances when he visits her at the clinic. Jeff
recognizes patient ANDREW TURNER, he is an ex-con who served time for killing a
man when he was seventeen years old.
Donna is showing Noah some childhood photographs when her father arrives
at the beach apartment with news that her grandmother is in the hospital.
Valerie is discouraged when David jumps at Steve’s offer to live in Carly’s
bungalow.
Steve makes a double date for him and Brandon with two women who leave a
nasty note on his car at The Peach Pit. The women think he is gay and just needs
some relaxation.
At the newspaper office, Kelly asks Brandon to help Andrew find a job since
he is rehabilitated and deserves a second chance. Kelly is chilly to Brandon’s
suggestion that he also get a second chance. Later Brandon agrees to the proposed
blind date since Kelly rebuked him again.
Noah allows Valerie to bartend at After Dark after she promises to stay out of
trouble. Valerie has invited a representative from Q5 Records to hear David’s
perform his song with “Jasper’s Law.”
Kelly explains to Jeff that she empathizes with Andrew and wants to help him
because her father is serving time.
DR. MORIMOTO updates the Martins on the grandmother’s condition. Donna
and Noah talk with her disoriented grandmother and Noah is put in an awkward
position when he hears repeatedly how right David is for her grand daughter.
Valerie stops by the newspaper office to tell David that LOLA BURNS from the
record company is coming to hear his song. He feels dishonest that she still thinks
the song was written for her. When David says he is going to visit Donna’s
grandmother in the hospital Valerie is baffled that she can’t win him over.
David is greeted warmly at the hospital and Donna’s grandmother makes him
promise to take care of Donna.
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Brandon visits with Andrew Turner at his seedy motel. Andrew is defensive
and thinks Brandon does not find him rehabilitated.
At the club Noah tells Valerie about his experience at the hospital and she
snaps hearing about Donna and David again. Donna comes to the club not wanting
to miss the debut of David’s song. Lola Burns is there and as David sings he looks
at both Donna and Valerie. Noah suspects David is trying to win Donna back. Donna
protests that he is just trying to sell the song.
At The Peach Pit Brandon tries to make up an excuse to get out of the double
date. Thinking Brandon is Steve’s partner, and also uptight, they offer relaxation in
their hot tub – Steve can’t refuse.
Kelly visits Donna at the hospital and listens to how attentive Noah has been
during Donna’s crisis; she is so at ease with David, however. Kelly confesses that
she misses that easy feeling with Brandon but is not ready to forgive him. Donna
has a last wonderful moment with her grandmother before she passes away and is
comforted by her parents, Kelly and Noah.
Andrew bursts into the newspaper office angry that Brandon’s story throws
guilt on him again.
Valerie helps David moves his things to Carly’s former house. David
confesses that the song was written for Donna and Valerie is hurt, saying she could
never take him back because he may always run back to Donna.
At the clinic Andrew shares with Kelly his hope that Brandon’s article will help
other young people understand the repercussions of violence. Kelly lets Jeff escort
her to Mrs. Martin’s funeral even though she knows Brandon will be there.
Steve and Brandon arrive at MADELINE’s and LIBBY’s apartment for their
date. Brandon immediately realizes that the women are lesbian lovers and Steve is
crushed while the others laugh at the mistake.
David comforts Donna when she tells him about her grandmother dying.
Valerie confronts David again about still caring for Donna and threatens that he not
to go to the funeral. David shakes his head in disgust and plans to go to the funeral
whether she likes it or not.
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The gang gathers at the beach apartment before the funeral. Brandon tells
Kelly that he learned a valuable lesson from Andrew – how to take responsibility for
one’s actions and that life involves risk. He admits being insensitive and
understands her distrust. Ultimately the decision is up to Kelly whether to take the
risk with Brandon.
Andrew comes to the newspaper to pick up a message - a body shop has read
his story and wants to offer him a job.
At the beach apartment Donna is appreciative when Noah suggests David stay
and help her reminisce about her grandmother.
David and Donna recall her
grandmother’s wish they stay together yet Donna adds they should not move
backward. David does not want to give up hope.
Kelly writes to her father in prison explaining she has more realistic
expectations now and truly hopes he will respond.
David arrives at the bungalow to find Valerie waiting with the news that Q5
Records has signed a recording deal with “Jasper’s Law.” David and she go inside
and are together.
Donna goes to Noah on the boat and thanks him for his gift of the time with
David saying that it did help; they end up in each other’s arms.
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EPISODE #221
“CUPID’S ARROW”
Valerie and David wake up to his song playing on the radio. She is distressed
when she remembers the song was written for Donna. Noah and Donna also wake
up to David’s song on the radio and Donna calls to congratulate David; she hangs up
when Valerie answers the phone. Valerie dials the return code so David and Donna
can talk.
At the clinic a patient tries to set Jeff up on a date, he shrugs off the
suggestion and looks forward to spending Valentine’s Day with Kelly.
At the Beverly Beat office Janet is surprised to hear Steve does not have a
Valentine date and offers a friend of hers. Brandon, however, wins a game to
determine who goes on the date.
JOSH, Noah’s brother, enters After Dark and there is a cool and unreceptive
meeting. Josh leaves a matchbook with the address of his hotel hoping Noah will
contact him; Valerie questions Noah’s attitude but he will not discuss the situation.
To celebrate his success, the gang throws an informal congratulatory
gathering for David at his bungalow. Kelly is puzzled when Brandon acts peculiarly
casual. Jeff and Kelly agree to get a hotel room after the Valentine party. Brandon
presses for her plans with Jeff and she lies that Jeff is surprising her. He comments
that he has a blind date and walks away as Jeff gives Kelly a sensual kiss.
Noah explains to Valerie that Josh hated and blamed him for the break up of
his family – they share a father but different mothers. Valerie advises that sooner or
later Noah will want to rectify things with his brother.
Donna, Nat and Janet all have dates for Steve for Valentine’s Day.
David assures Noah that there is no reason to worry about his and Donna’s
friendship yet feels it best to conceal his friendship with Donna from Valerie.
Josh comes to After Dark to say goodbye; he is leaving and will be getting
married soon. Noah questions his brother’s lack of enthusiasm and Josh explains
that it is more of a business merger than a love match. Noah declines the offer to be
best man because he does not want to return to the family or its business. After
Josh explains that the youthful hatred he felt for Noah was envy, Noah invites him to
say and catch up on missed years.
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Brandon drops off some of Kelly’s things at the clinic and flirts about still
being in love – he picks the petals off a daisy and leaves when the last petal
indicates, “she loves him.”
Donna’s back is hurt when she and David are rear-ended on the way home
from the mall. David files an accident report and the paramedics suggest Donna go
to the emergency room; she declines but agrees to see her father.
At the After Dark Valentine party Josh finds an upset Valerie, she has been
stood-up by David. When David and Donna enter it is obvious that the two have
been together. Both Noah and Valerie are suspicious and turn away. Steve juggles
his multiple dates, including Brandon’s perspective date. Autograph hounds accost
David. A beautiful girl approaches Steve and disappears before he can get her name.
Donna brushes away drunken Noah when he approaches and chides her about
spending time with David.
As Jeff and Kelly stroll romantically through the gardens of the Century Plaza
Hotel he announces that he was offered a job in San Francisco. Later in their room
she cannot go through with spending the night with Jeff and tells him she is still in
love with Brandon.
Noah leaves Valerie and Josh drinking at the bar. Josh knocks Valerie’s
purse off the bar and as she is bending down he empties a capsule into her drink.
Soon Valerie appears very drunk and staggers upstairs to the office with a very
drunk Noah. They kiss and Valerie passes out. Valerie wakes the next morning very
ill and it is evident she and Noah have been intimate. Noah tells her they both
passed out from too much alcohol, nothing else. When David arrives he insists on
taking her to a doctor where she is questioned. It is suggested that the “date-rape
drug”, Rohypnol, was put into her drink.
Steve is pulled over by a police officer for running a stop sign; he realizes that
the officer is his “Cinderella” from the Valentine party.
Kelly goes to Brandon’s to tell him that she loves him and wants to move
gradually back into their relationship.
At the boat Noah apologizes for his drunken behavior. Josh returns from a
run and when Donna exits to take another painkiller he mentions the intimacy he
witnessed between his brother and Valerie. Noah makes Josh promise to keep quiet.
David and Valerie come to the boat and accuse Noah of the sexual assault.
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EPISODE #222
“THE GIRL WHO CRIED WOLF”
Noah describes the alleged Valerie rape as consensual sex when quizzed at
the police station. Waiting for their respective partners at the police station, Donna
and David take opposite sides about Noah’s guilt. Josh arrives and offers Donna his
own combination of painkillers and uppers to help her back.
As Valerie emerges from the interrogation Noah tells her she knows he did not
attack her. Noah confesses to a stunned Donna that he did have sex with Valerie but
that it was a jealousy induced, drunken act.
Brandon and Steve discuss pros and cons of Valerie’s charges and Steve
reminds Brandon of her history of deceit. Brandon stays impartial and questions her
motive if it was consensual sex.
Back at the boat Noah turns down Josh’s offer to use family connections or
money to get out of this situation.
Donna broods over Noah’s confession and continues to take painkillers.
When Noah arrives to convince Donna he is innocent Kelly tells him Donna is too
upset to talk. Donna takes another pill.
At The Peach Pit officer TAMMY and her partner, GLEN, describe to Steve and
Brandon about the difficulty of proving Rohypnol involved rape cases. Brandon and
Steve suggest a ride along in their squad car to gather information for a newspaper
column.
Valerie discusses with David her confusion about pressing charges against
Noah because of possible public humiliation. David tries to comfort Valerie and
express his love but she is feeling “used and abused”.
Steve and Kelly suggest to David that Valerie’s motive in crying rape is to get
at Noah’s money. David flares in anger and lunges at Steve. The District Attorney
calls to say they are not filing charges due to insufficient evidence. Valerie feels the
group has turned against her and decides to move to David’s.
At The Peach Pit, Donna and Steve fight over the charges against Noah.
When Noah arrives Donna storms out and Steve congratulates him on the charges
being dropped. Brandon still questions who drugged Valerie.
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Donna is unable to concentrate at work. When Mr. Gwinnet pressures her to
get her final design changes made for the review she takes Josh’s “upper” pill. Later,
Mr. Gwinnet finds Donna working feverishly and is amazed at the amount she has
accomplished in a short time.
Brandon and Steve go on the police ride-along with Tammy and Glen. They
are shocked at Glen’s apparent over-reaction and use of force when arresting an
alleged robber.
Valerie stops by to see Noah at After Dark. Although Noah tells her he does
not think she made up the story and does see her as a victim, she flares at his
consistent denial of responsibility and decides to sue him for $10 million.
Josh tries to convince Noah to settle with Valerie out of court. Noah doesn’t
want to pay her off, thinking it is admission of guilt. Donna calls, but to speak with
Josh about more pain pills. Josh goes to Valerie and attempts to pay her off with
two hundred thousand dollars.
Tammy bristles at the ides of Brandon writing an article intimating they used
excessive force and that he is doing a hatchet job on the police department.
Jaspers warns David that if he keeps putting off recording, while taking care
of Valerie, he will be replaced in the band. David tells Donna he hopes the
Noah/Valerie situation will not jeopardize their friendship. They argue over the
semantics of “sleeping together” vs. “being raped”.
Brandon continues to be impartial regarding Valerie, even when Kelly tells
him and Steve about the civil law suit. Kelly tells Valerie what she thinks about her
and Brandon suggests she was too hard on her. Kelly intimates that Valerie is
destroying their relationship.
David calls Kelly to tell her and Donna that Noah settled with Valerie. Kelly
notices that something is drastically wrong with Donna when she acts erratically
over not finding her painkillers. Later Donna steals a bottle of amphetamines from
the clinic.
Donna calls Noah disgusted that he made a cash settlement. Noah tells Josh
he wants to withdraw the payment to Valerie but Josh convinces him momentarily to
leave it alone.
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Tammy comes to the newspaper and asks Brandon not to write the article, it
could jeopardize her partners’ retirement. After hearing her describe the situation in
detail he agrees and realizes that things are not always as they seem on the surface.
Valerie hesitates when Steve extends an offer of reconciliation.
When Valerie comes to Noah’s boat to return the money he counters that it
was already rescinded. Noah protests again when she accuses him and now she is
so angry that she doesn’t want his money, she wants him in court.
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EPISODE #223
“LAW & DISORDER”
On the witness stand Valerie recounts her version of the alleged rape.
Brandon, Kelly, Steve and Josh are there to support Noah. Noah’s lawyer cross
examines her and discredits her by bringing up her past and alleges she entrapped
Noah as a means of blackmail and revenge.
Brandon continues to keep an open mind about the case and David flares
when he overhears him and Steve, thinking they have abandoned support of Valerie.
Valerie and David leave passing Noah and Josh in the corridor. Donna coolly greets
Noah and Josh, defending her use of painkillers for her back. Noah again defends
his innocence but Donna storms back to work.
“Jasper’s Law” is rehearsing at the studio when Senior VP of the record
company announces they have fired their producer and are looking for a new sound.
When Jasper leaves to call their old producer, Frank Saunders offers David a deal
without the band. Frank tricks David and ends up secretly recording David playing
his song, solo.
At work Mr. Gwinnet wants Donna to quickly design a line of children’s
sleepwear. Josh denies Donna's request for more uppers when she hunts him down
at the courthouse. The pharmacy refuses to refill Donna’s prescription so she goes
to the clinic and has her father issue a short refill.
David, Kelly and Brandon take the witness stand as character witnesses.
Valerie’s attorney tries to discredit them by bringing up Noah’s drunk driving charge
that led to the death of his girlfriend.
Donna struggles for inspiration for new designs and ends up stealing coworker DANIELLE’s sketches.
David is upset to find out that Jasper quit the band. Frank Saunders
convinces David the record industry is tough and he could miss a chance at stardom
if he passes up this opportunity to go it alone.
Kelly comments that no matter the outcome, she will always think Valerie
devious. Brandon and she agree they need to spend a few days apart.
Jasper angrily comes to David’s bungalow and accuses him of doublecrossing the band. He warns David not to turn his back on the people who helped
him. Q5 Records delivers a Porsche for David’s use.
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Valerie, still fuming about Brandon and Steve’s testimony, confronts them
over their joy in making her out as a liar and not being real friends. Josh is
questioned on the stand and Noah expresses his thanks to his brother for being
there during this rough time. Kelly apologizes to Valerie and admits she is a victim.
She will always question Valerie’s character but Noah’s testimony changed her mind.
Gwinnet compliments Donna sketches and Danielle immediately recognizes
them as her designs. She confronts Donna.
Noah is indicted for sexual assault.
David has underlying feelings of guilt for having betrayed his friend, Jasper,
making it hard to enjoy his newfound stardom.
Donna goes to the boat for more uppers from Josh. As she rifles though his
luggage she finds the package of Rohypnol. Josh confronts her about snooping and
tells Noah she is addicted to painkillers. Donna shows Noah the drug and proves
Josh is the one who drugged Valerie. Noah flares and is disgusted when Josh’s
excuse for framing Noah is the fear of going to jail.
Valerie, Steve, Brandon and Kelly make a concerted effort to mend their
friendships and look through old childhood photos. Noah comes to the house and
tells everyone about Josh’s involvement. When he goes to the beach apartment to
explain to Donna he sees her through the window – sprawled on the floor. Noah
breaks a window and calls 911 as he tries to revive Donna.
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EPISODE #224
“MAKING AMENDS”
Brandon and Kelly are snuggling at the Walsh house when Noah calls with the
news that Donna has overdosed and is being rushed to the hospital. Dr. Martin
arrives at the hospital along with Brandon, Kelly, Steve, David and Valerie. Dr. Martin
pushes through the ER to his daughter’s side.
A doctor tells Donna and her father that she is out of danger but will feel
nauseous during her withdrawal period. It is suggested that Donna enroll in
outpatient drug counseling although she protests she is not an addict. She is
informed that addiction takes on many different forms and she almost died.
Valerie wants to apologize to Noah for pressing criminal charges and he
hopes they will all be able to move forward.
In Donna’s room Kelly tells her how lucky she is that Noah came and saved
her life. She also recounts to Donna that she learned in rehab the importance of
figuring out who in your life brings out your strengths and weaknesses.
Frank Saunders of the record company continues to lavish David with perks.
David is caught up in the moment and thrilled to perform at the top club in town,
Loose Lizards.
Brandon questions why Steve is reading mail addressed to someone else at
the newspaper office. Steve continues to read love letters that have been lost due to
a wrong address. Brandon goes to interview Jasper Law to get his description of
inside recording business. He finds out that very often record companies pay money
“under the table” to get songs played on the radio.
At the clinic a teenage girl in labor shows up, gives her name and address yet
disappears before Kelly can summon Dr. Martin. Later Kelly finds a newborn baby
left on the doorstep of the clinic. Brandon urges her to turn the baby over to Social
Services.
At the beach house leased for David, he is surprised at Valerie’s resistance.
She explains that she is unable to purge her mind of the recent incident.
Noah visit the Walsh house and tells Valerie that Josh has been charged with
misdemeanor drug possession and that apparently he was able to buy his way out of
jail by doing community service. Noah offers Valerie her job back but is surprised
when she takes offense to the idea.
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Steve questions Brandon’s information about the record industry and the
“payola” scams. Steve reads another letter from the mystery girlfriend, JILL and
feels a little guilty that he is intruding on other peoples’ relationship. He decides to
send the letters back to Jill explaining Ted’s address is incorrect. After another letter
he realizes that he is interested in meeting Jill.
Donna feels guilty about stealing the designs from her co-worker and
confesses to Gwinnet. Stunned and angry he fires Donna.
Brandon meets with a disc jockey to investigate more about financial
incentives from record companies. The dj does not want to answer but does intimate
that David’s song is a good example of radio stations receiving “encouragement” to
play new songs.
Dr. Martin gives Kelly a deadline to call Child Welfare although she wants to
convince the teen mother to accept her baby. Kelly goes to LEANNE’s home and
sees that she has kept the pregnancy and birth a secret from her mother and is not
interested in keeping the child. Kelly calls Child Welfare.
At Loose Lizards Brandon finds David rehearsing and tells him about the
kickback the radio stations received from the record company. Frank scoffs at the
accusation and warns Brandon that if he runs an article it will ruin David’s career.
Valerie joins David and she is still unreceptive to his advances.
Pat Ahern, formerly of the Wyatt Foundation, is now working for Child Welfare
and explains the foster care system to Kelly.
Steve accuses Brandon of being jealous of David’s success and wanting to
sabotage him. Brandon protests and says the point is that the practice is illegal and
David should question if he made it on talent or pay-offs.
A teenage girl’s arm is broken at David’s concert and he rushes to help her.
David cannot believe Frank Saunders lack of compassion when he turns the
situation into a publicity stunt. David walks out on him taking the chance that it may
end his career. David goes to the Beverly Beat and tells Brandon to run the story; he
is resigning from the record company and the band.
Valerie goes to Noah’s boat to admit that he did not force her to submit. Steve
sets up a meeting with Jill and does not confess the truth.
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Donna admits to Noah that being together won’t be easy but she will try.
David arrives home to Valerie and a romantic dinner. Valerie is ready to
celebrate with David and put everything behind them – they kiss passionately.
Brandon helps Kelly pack up the baby for the foster home. When Kelly says
she wants to register as the foster parent he reassures her that someday they will
have a family of their own but he is not ready now. Kelly will take the risk.
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EPISODE #225
“THE NATURE OF NURTURE”
Noah encourages Donna when she complains how difficult it is to find a new
job.
Kelly and Brandon find out that the baby is being sent to another foster family
because her application process is delayed. The family turns out to be a gay couple
and Kelly questions how they can provide a proper environment for the boy. The
men bristle and explain how the law is now on their side.
Invitations arrive at the Beverly Beat for the Southern California Press
Association Awards.
Kelly complains to Pam Ahern about the gay couple having custody of the
baby but Pam replies the couple has been thoroughly screened. Kelly and Brandon
have opposite opinions about the baby’s placement. Having been released early
from prison, Kelly’s father comes to the clinic.
Steve meets with Jill again and starts to get nervous that he can’t keep up the
charade. Later when he takes her back to her hotel room his guilt overpowers his
amorous feelings and he leaves a bewildered Jill. He returns later to confess. Jill is
stunned and outraged but Steve promises to find the real Ted.
David and Valerie hear guitar legend, WOODY SLOAN playing guitar from the
small guesthouse behind the bungalow. David listens and remarks that Woody was
on his way to the top with a Grammy and record deal but then dropped out of sight.
As David hears Woody struggle with a certain section of a song he begins to join in
on his keyboard and the two play together. Woody later comes to David with a
cassette and thanks for helping him complete his song.
Steve and Brandon disagree about advertising cigarettes in the newspaper.
Donna has turned a room in the beach apartment into a work area and is
manufacturing her own line of clothes. Noah is dropping of samples at buyers.
Valerie’s mother, ABBY, and Bill Taylor flirt when they meet at the After Dark
and, to their daughters’ chagrin and everyone’s surprise, begin dating.
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Brandon asks Kelly her opinion of his article on gay couples adopting and her
only answer is that she doesn’t want to argue. Leanne reappears at the clinic and
wants Kelly to help her get baby back from a gay couple. Kelly realizes the baby is
better off with the men than the sixteen year old and defends them to Leanne
sighting that medical studies show homosexuals are “born” not “made”.
Noah tries to boost Donna’s spirits and makes a consignment and cash
guarantee deal with a clothing manufacturer behind her back. Donna is thrilled when
the Mayalee store orders her dresses.
Janet warns Steve that Brandon is angry that the cigarette ad is running in the
paper. He and Brandon fight and Brandon quits saying he won’t work for a paper
that promotes smoking. Steve tells him the paper may fold but when he picks up his
award for journalism to remember “the voice” he would be silencing.
When Kelly stops by to visit Leanne and the baby she realizes the baby would
be much better cared for in the foster home.
At the awards Janet tries to bring Brandon and Steve back to speaking terms.
As Kelly rushes in Steve gives an angry yet loving introduction to Brandon and
awards him the Governor’s Award for special achievement.
KYLE and GENE come to the Walsh house with baby RAPHAEL. Leanne has
changed her mind and returned the baby to the foster parents. Brandon tells Kelly
he is proud of her decision to help rectify the situation.
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EPISODE #226
“AUNT BEA’S PICKLES”
David throws Valerie a surprise birthday part and the gang, including Abby
and Bill Taylor are there. Abby and Bill announce their plans to get married.
Donna goes to Mayalee women’s store to check the display and sales of her
dresses. Someone returns a dress having mistaken Donna Martin for Donna Karan.
For her birthday David buys Valerie a charm for her bracelet only to find out
that her charm bracelet holds nothing but bad memories of her childhood.
Janet complains about not having health insurance and Brandon has to tell
Steve that he is interviewing with The Chronicle newspaper.
Valerie and Kelly join forces to break up their parents.
At The Chronicle Brandon learns that he is being hired as “a scab” while the
regular staff goes on strike. He meets another reporter, BRIAN CARTER and his idol,
veteran journalist Timmie McCourt.
At the Beverly Beat office Janet is shocked that Brandon is willing to cross a
picket line. Steve supports him knowing he has always dreamed of working at The
Chronicle. Brandon has to turn away from the job when he sees Timmie McCourt on
the picket line.
Steve takes Jill on a date as himself to convince her to date him. Jill wants to
see Ted, not necessarily meet him and asks Steve to arrange such a situation. Steve
comes up with a deceitful way to lure Ted to a restaurant, he intends to introduce Jill
to a less attractive man posing as Ted. When guilt overcomes him he watches
disappointed as Jill and Ted are instantly attracted to one another.
Donna is puzzled when she finds a check from Mayalee at Noah’s boat.
Donna is stunned and disappointed that Noah doesn’t believe in her talent when he
confesses the set-up with Mayalee. Later Donna apologizes to Noah realizing what
he did was for her benefit. Donna explodes when she sees Noah has bought her
dresses from Mayalee because they weren’t selling.
Janet complains she is overworked and underpaid. Brian calls Brandon from
The Chronicle looking for help on a major expose about political corruption.
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Brandon crosses the picket line to help Brian. Valerie tells David that her
father molested her as a child and her mother did nothing to stop him.
Timmie McCourt visits Brandon and compliments him on his writing. He tells
Brandon his story about fighting for the “American Dream” and that benefits and
wage concessions do not come easy, let alone a good job.
Bill comes to Kelly’s apartment and asks her to explain to Abby why he can’t
marry her. Kelly rushes to the church and tells everyone that Bill is not coming.
Donna promises Noah that when things get tough she won’t reach for pills if he
won’t reach for his wallet. Noah tells Donna that a buyer from Burnett’s department
store called and ordered one hundred copies of her sample.
Brandon tells Steve he’ll stay at the paper if he adds a medical plan, sick days
and overtime. Later at the Walsh house Jill comes over to tell Steve that although
Ted is special, Steve is the man she wants.
Valerie tells David she and her mother had a wonderful farewell at the airport.
David has decorated a cake for Valerie’s birthday and they hug.
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EPISODE #227
“ALL THAT GLITTERS…”
Brandon has a meeting with prestigious journalist PETER RAITT to
collaborate on an article. When Kelly tries to ease his nerves they end up fighting
about whose job is more important. Brandon is surprised how young Peter is and is
overwhelmed when he offers to share the bi-line with Brandon.
Steve, now in a relationship with Jill, is shocked to find that she has
redecorated his bedroom in a feminine manner.
Donna has spent the night with Noah and he presents her with an expensive
bracelet and an invitation to more in together. She declines the invitation. Later at
The Peach Pit Valerie convinces her to get it appraised. Donna is surprised but
defends Noah when the stones are discovered to be only glass.
David is writing a song for Valerie and she announces that she has gotten him
an interview with a filmmaker to discuss scoring the music for a movie.
A mentally retarded young man comes to the clinic and pleads with Kelly to
help him keep him job. Kelly promises to help and later visits the Myers’ apartment
to say she has switched Chris’ schedule. The mother resents Kelly’s interference.
KYLE SCOTT, the young African American filmmaker asks David to score a
television commercial for him, not a movie. David is disappointed and flares at
Valerie that he doesn’t do deodorant music and to stop trying to help his career.
Steve begins to wonder if Jill is in love with the idea of being in love more
than with him. Janet encourages him to talk to her. Jill continues to do things and
arrange dates Steve is not comfortable doing. He decides to break it off with Jill as
finds her “cultural kick” boring and they have no common interests.
Feeling remorseful David apologize to Valerie at the club. David is stunned to
learn that he owes a large amount in back taxes from selling Noah the club.
Kelly joins Brandon and Peter for lunch. Kelly finds Peter unbearable and is
thoroughly turned off when he calls her idea for an article about Chris struggling to
become self-sufficient “soft”.
Chris gets discouraged when a nurse accuses him of misfiling insurance
forms. Kelly later tells Brandon that he left the clinic and found him at his mother’s
job. She confesses to Brandon that they are growing apart and she feels they have
conflicting interests and life goals, Brandon does not argue.
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Donna questions Noah’s sincerity when he presents her with a necklace and
says the jewelry reflects how he feels about her. Valerie continues to chide
Donna about the fake jewelry and “steals” the necklace from Donna to cause
friction for the happy couple. She takes the necklace to be appraised and finds it is
also fake. Donna is angry that she went behind her back and even more frustrated
with Valerie pushes that Noah is misleading her about junk jewelry.
Kelly visits Chris’ mother to apologize for pushing Chris too hard.
Brandon continues to be lured in by Peter’s contacts and offers to help him
succeed. Kelly arranges for Chris to go to a professional hockey game with Brandon
and Peter. Arriving at Peter’s hotel to pick up the tickets they find Peter rushing to
catch a plane for a special assignment. He shows no remorse for disappointing
Chris and when Brandon confronts him about not following through on his promise
makes a crude remark about Chris’ retardation. He pleads with Kelly not to say, “I
told you so.”
Janet coaches Steve how to break off the relationship. At home Steve can’t
get the words out and feels further ensnared.
Noah becomes angry when Donna undervalues their relationship stating that
the pieces have sentimental value, they are family heirlooms and therefore, priceless.
Donna is devastated upon hearing the truth.
Brandon goes with Kelly to break the bad news to Chris and decide to go iceskating instead. At the rink Brandon makes a deal with the owner to exchange
advertising in the Beverly Beat for rides on the Zamboni.
David swallows his pride and writes the music for an under arm deodorant
commercial. The producer doesn’t like his first attempt but loves the song he wrote
for Valerie and wants to use it for the commercial. Valerie is disappointed when she
arrives home to hear the upbeat version of her song.
Steve is surprised when Jill comes to the office to break up with him first.
Janet consoles Steve realizing his pride is hurt. Janet intimates that she is
interested in him.
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Donna returns the jewelry to Noah and concedes that Valerie’s deception
worked again. Noah stops her from leaving and puts the necklace back on her neck
and they kiss.
At home, Brandon tells Kelly that he has secured Chris a job at the skating
rink. He thanks Kelly for opening his eyes to real “priorities” in life.
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EPISODE #228
“REUNION”
The gang prepares for their 5-year reunion from West Beverly High School.
Noah teases Donna about being on the High School reunion planning committee with
MICHELLE ASHLY. David is angry with Valerie for embellishing his career
accomplishments to the reunion committee. Brandon and Kelly pick up old friend
Andrea Zuckerman from the airport. Surprisingly, they hear her on the phone
arguing with her husband and in tears.
Andrea marvels at the success of the Beverly Beat newspaper. Janet helps
Steve save his high school image as a womanizer, saying she will be his date.
Donna confronts Noah about being voted one of Los Angeles’ Most Eligible
Bachelors and the magazine article in which he is quoted as “single and free for
dating”.
Valerie wants David to take her to the reunion and confesses that she
volunteered him to play at the event. He agrees when he sees how much it means to
her.
Kelly, Brandon and Andrea reminisce about their high school days and
Andrea breaks down admitting her marriage is falling apart. While jogging with
Brandon she asks him to keep the secret that she has dropped out of medical school
and that getting pregnant and married at eighteen was not the best start for a happy
marriage.
The gang arrives in a limousine at the school gym. Kelly relives a painful
memory when she runs into ex-football star, ROSS WEBBER. Michelle and Valerie
chide Donna about Noah not being her date. Valerie continues to embellish about
David and her histories. Andrea keeps up her happy front for the benefit of her
classmates. She foils Valerie’s lies when she corrects her geography.
Steve is lured away from Janet and into a practical joke by a girl he made fun
of in high school. Thinking he is going to get lucky he follows RHONDA into the
locker room where he is left without his clothes.
While practicing her speech as the one voted “Most Likely to Succeed”,
Brandon accuses Andrea of lying and can’t take anymore of her boasting. She in
turn asks him if he is still “Mr. Perfect” and who is he to judge.
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Donna slips out to the After Dark to check her suspicions that Noah is
cheating on her. Donna observes his disinterest in two flirtatious women and Noah
finds her spying. Hurt and embarrassed, Donna leaves.
David performs at the dance. Valerie has a rare moment of compassion after
hearing Kelly’s Ross-story and embarrasses him in front of his wife.
When Brandon steps on stage to introduce Andrea, he keeps her secret and
remarks that no one is perfect, that events in one’s lives cannot always be controlled
but friends must stick together for whom they are. David then speaks up and tells
the truth about his career as only scoring television commercials.
Noah shows up at the dance to find Donna.
Steve appears on stage, naked except for a tiny towel in front of him. He
enjoys the applause so much he tosses his towel aside. Later that night he goes to
Janet’s house and apologizes for abandoning her at the dance. Janet is cool
unreceptive and Steve turns away filled with remorse.
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EPISODE #229
“SKIN DEEP”
Steve and Brandon are at home with fraternity brother, MUNTZ. They are
teasing him about getting married and decide to throw him a bachelor party. Kelly is
upset that she found a “girlie” magazine and is not pacified when Brandon explains
it is research for a newspaper story. He is writing about a sex-toy shop is opening in
Beverly Hills to which the neighborhood is opposed. Kelly and Brandon have
different opinions - she against the store, he for the freedom to operate a legal
business.
Donna is unnecessarily critical of her assistant MONICA at a photo shoot.
Monica flees to the bathroom where she uses a small blade to cut herself on the arm;
there is already a row of previously self-inflicted wounds. Monica covers with Donna
saying they are scratches from her cat.
As Brandon and Steve discuss live entertainment for the bachelor party, Steve
is surprised and intrigued to hear Janet mention the party favors available at the sextoy shop.
Valerie suggests to David they go away together for a few days.
He
misunderstands her intentions when he assumes she has been reading a magazine
article entitled “How To Jump Start Your Romance”.
Kelly is stunned to hear her mother is planning to have plastic surgery and
her seven-year-old sister is caught up in dieting. On a date with Brandon she
comments that her family is obsessed in the superficiality of fulfilling the
stereotypical male-fantasy of what a woman should look like. Even though Brandon
protests, Kelly cannot abandon the thought that the “girlie” magazine images are a
substitute for her in his dreams. They continue to lock horns over the issue of
pornography vs. freedom of choice.
Brandon interviews protesters outside Guilty Pleasures sex-toy shop and the
manager. The locals don’t want their kids exposed and the manager defends his
Constitutional rights. David buys lots of sex toys thinking Valerie will be interested.
When he arrives home with them Valerie is unreceptive.
Donna mentions Monica’s cuts to Kelly and Noah. Kelly remembers an article
that describes a syndrome of self-punishment for not reaching one’s high levels of
expectations.
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Brandon asks Janet her opinion of “girlie” magazines. Janet shrugs them off
as misrepresentation of the real world. She explains that she is the child of hippies
and was taught that sex is a beautiful thing. She insults Steve when he jumps at her
words as reason for them to get together.
Donna tries to get Monica to discuss her feelings and seek medical help.
Monica admits that the self-infliction started in college and that the cuts give her a
sense of relief. She later contacts a therapist.
In a rare moment of friendship, Valerie and Kelly discuss their lack of
understanding as to why men must fantasize when they have a woman already in
their lives.
A stripper entertains the guys at the bachelor party. Kelly is fuming with
anger when Brandon returns from the party stating that she finds bachelor parties
demeaning. She continues that she is hurt by marriage being represented as a loss
of freedom, at this Brandon flares accusing her of questioning his morals and
blaming him for others’ actions.
Valerie and David confuse each other when both are not interested in the sextoys they each brought home. On a hike together Valerie and David discuss the
misunderstanding – Valerie laughs that she was simply reading her horoscope in the
magazine and doesn’t feel the need for help with romance.
Donna decides not to continue promoting the unreal idea of beauty and will
change her clothing line models from tall and voluptuous to “real”.
Brandon goes to declare a truce with Kelly. He is shocked when she presents
him with a box of “toys” to be shared with your lover, he rubs honey dust on her lips
and they kiss.
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EPISODE #230
“RICOCHET”
Kelly wonders why Brandon didn’t write an article about Councilman
MacNamee’s alleged affair with a woman who runs a large construction firm and
coincidentally landed a huge city contract. Brandon admits he did interview the
councilman but he couldn’t find evidence of any wrongdoing. Kelly and Brandon
spar once again over the issue of condoning infidelity.
Valerie gets a call to be a bone marrow donor for a terminally ill patient. She
meets with the counselor at the hospital and is convinced to donate when she meets
the grown children of the patient.
David gets mugged at gunpoint while withdrawing money from the cash
machine. He recounts the story to the gang at The Peach Pit and Noah comments
that David should have a gun; he keeps one on the boat and at the club. Donna is
startled by this information and that the gun on the boat is loaded and hidden beside
his bed.
Steve tells a surprised Janet and David not to hire the very qualified SARAH
as the new office assistant. He feels he would be tempted by her and wants to leave
romance out of the office. Janet and Brandon out vote him and offer Sarah the job,
making Steve promise good behavior.
Nosh’s childhood friend, GWYN ADAIR has come to visit. Donna leaves them
alone to reminisce and when Kelly questions her leaving the two alone for the night,
Donna counters that she trusts Noah.
Valerie learns that the man scheduled to receive her bone marrow molested
his daughters when they were younger. She is flooded with memories of her own
father’s attacks during her childhood. She is tempted to punish the man and
ponders her decision to donate the marrow. One of the man’s daughters tells Valerie
that a lot of therapy and time has passed and they don’t want to lose their father.
It is obvious that Gwyn is in love with Noah when she watches Donna and
Noah kiss. Later Gwyn tries to follow through with their teenage pledge by kissing
Noah on the top of the Ferris wheel. He protests that he is devoted to Donna the
promise they made to each other no longer applies.
Brandon initially flares when Kelly snoops through his pockets confessing
she doesn’t trust him. To allay her fears Brandon proposes and Kelly answers “yes”.
They share the news with their friends.
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David goes shopping for a handgun and is irritated that there is an elevenday waiting period. At a cash machine he gets unnecessarily nervous when a man
waits behind him in line. Later, very drunk, he steals Noah’s gun from under the
cash register at the bar. Gwyn tells Noah about David taking the gun and they rush
out after him. David angrily fires several rounds at the dumpsters; a bullet ricochets
off one of them and hits Gwyn.
Sara declines the job offer to baffled Brandon, Janet and Steve. Later she
tells Steve she can’t work there because she is interested in seeing him socially.
At the Walsh house Kelly questions if Brandon’s proposal was planned or
spur of the moment. Brandon warns Valerie to stop picking on Kelly. Valerie cries
that she is trying to be a good person and goes on to tell Brandon about the marrow
transplant situation.
Noah decides to be honest and tells Donna that he and Gwyn kissed for old
time’s sake on the Ferris wheel. He is confused when Donna angrily walks away.
At the hospital the orderly states that all gun shot wounds must be reported to
the police even though David and Noah explain it was just an accident.
Valerie decides not make the bone marrow donation leaving the patient’s
daughter frustrated and angry.
Donna gives Kelly a wedding planner as an engagement gift and cautions
Kelly if she is not sure she can trust Brandon she should not get married. Steve also
warns Brandon, while pricing engagement rings, not to get married if he has doubts.
Donna goes to the boat to apologize to Noah. He fills her in on David firing
the gun, Gwyn being shot and the possibility that David could be charged with a
misdemeanor. Donna is uncomfortable with Gwyn staying on the boat with Noah so
she offers the empty bedroom at her apartment.
David admits to Valerie that his mugging has left him feeling powerless and
more understanding of her childhood situation. When she counters that her
situation was far worse and is still festering he tells her she needs professional help
and their relationship is at stake.
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Brandon gives Kelly a new engagement ring to represent their future together
and he proposes to her again.
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EPISODE #231
“FUNDAMENTAL THINGS APPLY”
Gwyn compliments Donna’s clothing designs and appreciates the offer to use
the spare bedroom. Noah arrives with an idea to put on a fashion show at After Dark.
Donna likes the idea and adds that maybe the fashion editor from The Tribune would
attend.
Kelly is interrupted at the clinic by a cabbie bringing in a woman whose baby
he delivered in the cab. The cabbie was a doctor in his native Yugoslavia before the
recent war. Kelly has sympathy for a man who is trained as a doctor but must drive a
cab to make a living.
Valerie mentions to David that she has to move out of the Walsh house since
Kelly and Brandon are getting married. She suggests moving in with him and is hurt
when he rejects the idea. David is furious when the check from Sturla’s Mens Store
has bounced.
Brandon asks Steve to be his best man. Brandon and Kelly are going through
their “to-do” lists of wedding preparation. Donna has designed a dress for Kelly and
wants it to be the finale in her upcoming fashion show.
Steve and Sarah go golfing together and he learns that she is married, but
separated from her husband. Kelly warns Steve about her vulnerability and Brandon
advises him to keep dating her if he really likes her.
Kelly and Brandon find the cab driver to do a story for the Beverly Beat. He
explains that he can’t practice medicine in the United States because of the language
barrier keeping him from passing the tests. They also discover that ALEX suspects
that his wife has died since he cannot find her registered with any refugee
organizations. Brandon and Kelly investigate how Alex can become licensed to
practice medicine and search for his wife, KATYA.
David confronts the men’s store to make sure he gets his money for writing
their jingle. He gets the run around from a public relations person. When David
goes to Valerie to apologize for turning down her request to move in together they
get into a disagreement and David realizes that he has to break off their relationship
entirely.
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Sarah tells Steve that she separated from her husband because he cheated on
her. At the After Dark preparations for the fashion show are underway, David
approaches Gwyn and to his relief finds she is physically fine. David tells Donna and
Noah that he and Valerie have broken up. The still photographer, JOHNNY,
approaches Valerie but she brushes him off. Gwyn admits to Valerie that she in love
with Noah and they conspire to ruin Donna’s fashion show to cause tension for the
couple. Gwyn is going to disfigure some clothes for the show. Gwyn deliberately
does not call The Tribune fashion editor as Donna asked and lies that that editor said
she couldn’t attend.
Valerie explains to Noah that she has changed and really does love David.
The fashion show goes well at the club with many retailers are in attendance.
Gwyn shoes Donna the finale wedding dress – it is stained with red wine. Donna
lashes out at Noah as he tries to calm her nervousness. Donna feels the show
flopped and Valerie cannot resist an opportunity to chide her. David reprimands
Valerie and in her misery turns to Johnny. After spending the night with him she
discovers he is an intravenous drug user. Valerie panics at the danger she exposed
herself to by having unprotected sex with a junkie.
Steve cannot resist Sarah’s advances. She later comes to the newspaper
office to tell Steve that she has agreed to attend marriage counseling with her
husband but still wants to date him, he agrees.
Brandon and Kelly located Katya and bring her to Alex. After hearing them
reminisce about their simple yet meaningful small wedding ceremony, Kelly decides
to downscale her own wedding.
David locates the owner of Sturla’s Mens Store and confronts him with the
bounced check. David coerces his payment by making a deal to trade his services
for a new wardrobe.
Valerie has little sympathy for Gwyn’s remorseful feelings about ruining the
wedding dress. Noah overhears their conversation and is unforgiving of Gwyn when
tries to excuse herself because of her love for him. Noah and Gwyn agree that it is
best that she leave town. When Noah tells Donna what he heard she is furious that
Gwyn was responsible but gets angry with Noah for defending her actions, she asks
Noah to leave.
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Valerie is worried about having contracted a disease from Johnny and calls an
information hotline for advice. Her fears are worsened when she realizes Johnny
could be infected with HIV or hepatitis.
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EPISODE #232
“THE WEDDING”
2-HOUR
The Walsh house is bustling with wedding preparations. Kelly and Donna
discuss table and dance floor positioning in the backyard. Kelly is very nervous.
David finds Valerie in an angry mood and she confesses to him that she slept
with a man who is an intravenous drug user. David is stunned and advises she get
tested. Valerie confronts Johnny at his office and he is no longer a nice guy, he tells
her to get over being rejected. As he tries to dodge her she shouts out, asking if he
has been tested for AIDS.
David has rented video equipment to make a video keepsake of interviews
with the wedding couple, family and friends. He first interviews a nervous Kelly and
Brandon, then Donna and Noah who face the awkward question if marriage is in their
future. Donna makes a solo appearance on the video and emotionally reminisces
about her two friends.
Steve is distressed to hear that Sarah has hopes of reconciling with her
husband even though she reassures him that her heart belongs to him. Later she
cancels a date with Steve because she must console a girlfriend. He is suspicious
and after having a beer with Brandon drives to her house to check his suspicions.
Brandon and Kelly go shopping for wedding rings and quickly get into a
disagreement over what inscription would be suitable.
Noah tells Donna that he doesn’t believe a marriage license is necessary if
two people really love each other. A runaway van in the driveway almost hits a
distraught Donna when JACOB, the wedding coordinator, pushes her to safety.
David comes to the club to see Valerie and explains that he cares about her as
a friend and wants her to be healthy and take care of herself. She reacts that she
needs his love not his pity.
Donna continues to go over last minute preparations with Jacob. She wants
to repay his act of bravery and he asks her to be his date in a scheme he devised to
make his girlfriend jealous. Donna feels obligated and agrees to help. Noah is
jealous and threatened by Jacob but Donna holds her ground. The plan at a
restaurant works and the girlfriend, PHYLLIS, hastily leaves.
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Noah and Valerie go to the club, Loose Lizards and have to take a ladder to
the roof to avoid the line. Valerie climbs on the edge and walks along the precarious
perch. Noah reacts severely that he has already watched one friend die and doesn’t
want to again. Noah is puzzled when she pulls away from his offer to help after she
slips and bloodies her arm.
Brandon is hesitant about writing a personal vow for the wedding ceremony.
When he and Kelly reveal their writings to each other at The Peach Pit they feel the
others’ statements are inappropriate or not suitable.
Noah and David get into an argument about Valerie and Donna and are kept
from hitting each other when Valerie enters the room. She asks David to stop
protecting her and Noah to leave.
Sarah tells Steve that she can’t see him anymore and is giving her marriage
another chance.
Johnny comes to the club, obviously high, shows Valerie the needle marks on
his arm and confesses that he has full-blown AIDS. She warns him to leave and
trembles with fear that she may also be infected. She goes to a clinic but walks
away when she sees patients suffering with the symptoms of AIDS.
While Donna and Kelly shop for a groom’s gift, Kelly admits she overreacted
to Brandon’s remarks. Brandon, shopping for a bride’s gift with Steve, recounts the
disagreement to Steve who writes it off as nerves. Steve buys a gift for Sarah in
effort to win her back.
Guests arrive at a hotel for the rehearsal dinner. Donna and Steve greet
Muntz and his new wife and Jim and Cindy Walsh arrive with Brandon and Kelly.
David finds Valerie and encourages her to join the party; he is stunned when Valerie
tells him Johnny is infected with the AIDS virus.
Jim and Cindy Walsh both make a toast to the couple. Brandon and Kelly
apologize to each other regarding the marriage vows. Valerie surprises the group
and makes a sincerely warm toast to the bride and groom. Noah and Donna discuss
their different beliefs in the sanctity of marriage.
Steve waits at Sarah’s apartment with flowers. He is dismayed when she
arrives with her husband, MATT and his heartbroken when asked to leave.
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Valerie and David return to the clinic for her blood test. Valerie vows to lead a
life of kindness and consideration if her blood test comes back negative.
Back at the mall Steve asks Brandon’s advice regarding Sarah. Brandon
defends Sarah’s decision to stay married and tells Steve to move on. Steve goes to
Sarah’s office and she reiterates that her decision to move back in with Matt is final.
At the Walsh house Noah reacts negatively at seeing Donna and Jacob
working together. Donna questions Jacob about his relationship with Phyllis and he
admits he is interested in Donna more than his own girlfriend.
Cindy Walsh expresses her bittersweet happiness about the wedding into
David’s video camera. Valerie reminisces about the kindness of the Walsh family
taking her in and is honest expressing her feelings about Kelly. Her taping is
interrupted by a phone call from the lab saying her test results are available. Valerie
tells David she does not want to get her results until after she has some fun at the
wedding.
Brandon and Kelly share an intimate moment via telephone the night before
their wedding. On the video they remember the first time they met and all the years
since.
Donna and Jacob rush around the backyard doing final preparations. Donna
explains to Jacob that she does not want to lead him on and is truly in love with
Noah. Jacob makes Noah think twice when he says most people do not appreciate
what they have until they have lost it.
At the church Kelly’s mom, sister Erin and friends help her get dressed. Kelly
confesses to her mother that she is still uncertain of taking this step. Her mother
advises her it is better to change her mind now than after the ceremony. In his
dressing room Brandon’s doubt gnaws at him, too. Brandon and Kelly meet to
exchange their wedding gifts and decide not to go through with the ceremony. They
make their way to the front of the church and tell the gathering of their decision.
They urge the stunned guests to please enjoy the elaborate party waiting at the
Walsh home.
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At the reception party, Sarah shows up to find Steve and hopes he will forgive
her; getting back together with Matt was a mistake and she wants to be with Steve.
David comments to Valerie that Brandon and Kelly’s decision was the ultimate
expression of love and that no matter what her test results, he will still love her.
Noah finds Donna and admits that when the time is right he may be ready to sign a
marriage license.
Brandon and Kelly find a quiet place and decide that she and Donna will use
the honeymoon trip to go visit Brenda and Dylan. They go to the dance floor and
dance while all their previous tension melts away.
David and Valerie anxiously await her test results at the clinic.
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